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Maus is the story of Vladek Spiegelman, a Jewish survivor of Hitler's Europe, and of his son, a cartoonist who tries to come to terms with his father, his father's terrifying story, and History itself. Its form, the cartoon (the Nazis are cats, the Jews mice) succeeds perfectly in shocking us out of any lingering sense of familiarity with the events described, approaching, as it does, the unspeakable through the diminutive. It is, as the New York Times Book Review has commented, "a remarkable feat of documentary detail and novelistic vividness...an unfolding literary event."

Moving back and forth from Poland to Rego Park, New York, Maus tells two powerful stories: The first is Spiegelman's father's account of how he and his wife survived Hitler’s Europe, a harrowing tale filled with countless brushes with death, improbable escapes, and the terror of confinement and betrayal. The second is the author's tortured relationship with his aging father as they try to lead a normal life of minor arguments and passing visits against a backdrop of history too large to pacify. At all levels, this is the ultimate survivor's tale—and that, too, of the children who somehow survive even the survivors.

Maus takes Spiegelman's parents to the gates of Auschwitz and him to the edge of despair (with a sequel to come). Put aside all your preconceptions. These cats and mice are not Tom and Jerry, but something quite different. This is a new kind of literature.

"In its effect on the reader, on a par with Kafka."

—David Levine
"The Jews are undoubtedly a race, but they are not human."

Adolf Hitler
It was summer, I remember. I was ten or eleven...

LAST ONE TO THE SCHOOLYARD IS A ROTTEN EGG!

...I was roller-skating with Howie and Steve...

...till my skate came loose.

OW!

HEY! WAIT UP FELLAS!

ROTTEN EGG! HA HA!

W-WAIT UP!

SNK, SNF:

My father was in front, fixing something...
Artie! Come to hold this a minute while I saw.

Snrk?

Why do you cry, Artie? Hold better on the wood.

I-I fell, and my friends skated away without me.

He stopped sawing.

Friends? Your friends?

If you lock them together in a room with no food for a week....

...then you could see what it is, friends....
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CHAPTER ONE

The SHEIK
I went out to see my Father in Rego Park. I hadn't seen him in a long time—we weren't that close.

"Poppa! Oi, Artie. You're late. I was worried."

He had aged a lot since I saw him last. My Mother's suicide and his two heart attacks had taken their toll.

"Malá! Look who's here! Artie!"

She was a survivor too, like most of my parents' friends.

"Hi, Artie. Let me take your coat."

He was remarried. Malá knew my parents in Poland before the war.

"The dinner is on the table."

"Ach, Malá!"

"A wire hanger you give him! I haven't seen Artie in almost two years—we have plenty wooden hangers."

They didn't get along.
After dinner he took me into my old room. Come—we’ll talk while I pedal...

It’s good for my heart, the pedaling. But, tell me, how is it by you? How is going the comics business?

I still want to draw that book about you...

The one I used to talk to you about.

About your life in Poland, and the war.

It would take many books, my life, and no one wants anyway to hear such stories.

I want to hear it. Start with mom... tell me how you met.

But, if you want, I can tell you—I lived then in Czestochowa, a small city not far from the border of Germany...

Better you should spend your time to make drawings what will bring you some money...

I was in textiles—buying and selling—I didn’t make much, but always I could make a living.
I was, at that time, young, and really a nice, handsome boy.

I had a lot of girls what I didn't even know that would run after me.

Hello, Vladek? This is Yulek...

A friend of mine, Lucia Greenberg, would like to be introduced to you.

Eventually, I took Lucia to dance...

Do you live alone?

Yes.

People always told me I looked just like Rudolph Valentino.

I have a small apartment. My parents moved to Sosnowiec.

I'd like to see it sometime.

Maybe sometime.
WHEREVER I WENT - I LOOKED AROUND - AND LUCIA GREENBERG WOULD BE ALSO THERE ...

VLADEK! - WHICH WAY ARE YOU GOING?

JUST TO THE MARKET.

ME TOO - LET'S WALK TOGETHER.

BUT, POP... MOM'S NAME WAS ANNA ZYLBEBERG!...

ALL THIS WAS BEFORE I MET ANJA - JUST LISTEN, YES?

WHY DON'T YOU EVER INVITE ME TO YOUR HOME? ... ARE YOU ASHAMED OF IT?

SHE KEPT INSISTING ME TO SHOW HER MY APARTMENT...

-SO FINALLY, I INVITED HER...

EVERYTHING'S SO NEAT AND CLEAN! I LIKE TO KEEP THINGS IN ORDER.

YOU MUST HAVE ANOTHER GIRLFRIEND WHO CLEANS FOR YOU - NO?

...I DIDN'T WANT TO BE MORE CLOSER WITH HER, BUT SHE REALLY WOULDN'T LET ME GO.
Was she the first girl you—uh—

Yes... we were more involved, so like the youths here today.

We saw each other together for maybe three or four years.

Let's get engaged, Vladek.

It's late. I'll take you home.

Not yet, please.

Come on—your parents would worry.

Her family was nice, but had no money, even for a dowry.

Well, every holiday I went to visit my family... it was maybe a journey of 35 or 40 miles.

Cousin Vladek!

It's good to see you again. Listen...

There's a girl in my class—I want you to meet us tomorrow—her name is Anja.

She's incredibly clever, from a rich family... a very good girl...
The next morning we all met together. My cousin and Anja spoke sometimes in English.

How you like him?

He's a handsome boy and seems very nice.

They couldn't know I understood.

You know, you should be careful speaking English - a "stranger" could understand.

Y-you know English?

Did you study it in school?

I had to quit school at about 14 to work.

It's a shame you have to return to Czestochowa so soon.

Yes, but I have my business.

As soon I came back to Czestochowa, she called - once a day... twice... every day we talked.

But I took private lessons... I always dreamed of going to America.

Have you a phone at home?
And then she started writing to me such beautiful letters—almost nobody could write Polish like she wrote.

I visited a couple times to her. She sent me a photo.

I bought a very nice frame...

It passed. Maybe a week until Lucia again came and saw the photo...

I'm going to get engaged to her, Lucia.

Pssh! And look at what a beauty you picked.

Looks aren't everything, Lucia. It isn't good for either of us that you keep coming up here...

...We have to plan for our futures, and...

Forget her! Let me make you happy!

It was not so easy to get free from Lucia.
ONE TIME WE WALKED INTO THE DIRECTOR FROM HER SCHOOL.

YOU'RE VERY LUCKY, MR. SPIEGELMAN.

...YOU DON'T KNOW WHAT A GIRL YOU'RE GETTING—I'VE HAD MANY STUDENTS...

...BUT NEVER ONE AS SENSITIVE AND INTELIGENT AS ANNA!

I WISH YOU COULD VISIT ME IN CZESTOCHOWA—I'D LIKE TO SHOW YOU OFF TO MY FRIENDS.

I'VE BEGGED MY MOTHER TO LET ME GO—BUT SHE'S SO RELIGIOUS AND OLD-FASHIONED.

...SHE WOULD NEVER ALLOW ME TO GO TO A BACHELOR'S APARTMENT.

OH, MY PARENTS WOULD LIKE YOU TO COME TO DINNER TOMORROW NIGHT.

ANJA'S PARENTS WERE ANXIOUS SHE SHOULD BE MARRIED. SHE WAS 24; I WAS THEN 30.

THE ZYLBERBERG FAMILY WAS VERY WELL OFF—MILLIONAIRES!
The Zylberbergs had a hosiery factory—one of the biggest in Poland... but when I came in to their house it was so like a king came...

Welcome, welcome.

Anja—Vladek is here!

Make yourself comfortable while I help with the dinner.

To see what a housekeeper she was, I peeked into Anja's closet.

Everything is neat and straight just the way I like it!

But what's this—pills?!

I wrote down every pill.

If she was sick, then what did I need it for?

Dinner is ready.

Later, a friend, a druggist, told me the pills were only because she was so skinny and nervous.

How about some more gefilte fish, Vladek?

So, to make a long story short, by the end of 1936 we were engaged and I moved from Częstochowa to Sosnowiec.
Ach! Here I forgot to tell something from before I moved to Sosnowiec but after our engagement was made.

One evening the bell rang...

Lucia

What are you doing here? I'm on my way out.

I—I'll come with you.

No, you can't come with me—

Please, Vladek!

She fell on the floor and held strong my legs.

Don't run away!

Slam!

I saw now that I went too far with her. I ran out to my friend what introduced us. He went to calm her down and took her home.
I didn't hear more from Lucia—but also I stopped hearing from Anja...

No telephone calls, no letters, nothing! What happened?

Hello, Mr. Zylberg. Could I speak to Anja?

She says she won't speak to you!

But why?

She got a letter from someone in Częstochowa. My God! It says the worst things in the world about you!

Well, I can't convince her on the phone. I'll come down by train on Friday after work.

It wasn't even a holiday, but I went anyway to Sosnowiec.

So, tell me, Anja—what have I done that's so horrible?

You should know. Just read this!
I don't even want to see it. Just tell me who wrote it. Or, better yet, I'll tell you...

-Lucia Greenberg, right?

It's just signed "Your Secret Friend, L."

It says you have a very bad reputation in Częstochowa.

That you have a lot of girlfriends...

And that you're marrying me for my money!

Ach, Anja—You should know me better... Ask anyone in Częstochowa about my character.

Lucia's an old girlfriend who won't leave me alone. She means nothing at all to me.

And after much talking, I convinced her.

So I moved to Sosnowiec at the end of 1936, and February 14, 1937, we were married.

And now some vodka to toast the young couple.

I moved into one of father-in-law's two apartments. He owned both, and he gave to me part ownership and a very beautiful gold watch for a wedding gift.
But this what I just told you—about Lucia and so—I don't want you should write this in your book.

What? Why not?

It has nothing to do with Hitler, with the Holocaust!

But Pop, it's great material. It makes everything more real—more human.

I want to tell your story, the way it really happened.

But this isn't so proper, so respectful.

... I can tell you other stories, but such private things, I don't want you should mention.

Okay, okay—I promise.
For the next few months I went back to visit my father quite regularly, to hear his story.

ABOUT MOM...

...11...12...13...

-UH...

WHAT ARE YOU DOING, POP?

IT'S 6 PILLS FOR THE HEART, 1 FOR DIABETES... AND MAYBE 25 OR 30 VITAMINS.

I'M MAKING INTO DAILY PORTIONS MY PILLS...

...14...15...

...16...17...18...

SO MANY?

FOR MY CONDITION I MUST FIGHT TO SAVE MYSELF. DOCTORS, THEY ONLY GIVE ME "JUNK FOOD"...

THAT'S HOW I CALL PRESCRIPTION DRUGS NOW. I STUDY THIS IN MY PREVENTION MAGAZINES... MAYBE YOU WANT TO READ?

NO THANKS.

ABOUT MOM—DID SHE HAVE ANY BOYFRIENDS BEFORE SHE MET YOU?

HE WAS... A COMMunist!

NOT ROMANTIC... BUT ONE TALL BOY FROM WARSAW.
Even after the marriage, when this fellow came to Sosnowiec, Anja always ran to see him.

I didn't know, of course, that he was communist. I always kept far away from communist people.

A little after, we were married. I came home from a selling trip...

Hey Vladek—they just arrested the seamstress that lives down your hall...

She had some secret communist documents!

And when I went upstairs...

The police just arrested—huh? What's the matter?

The police were here! Looking for Anja!

She just told us... That boy from Warsaw brings communist messages.

She translates them into German and passes them on!

Anja was involved in conspirations!
A LITTLE BEFORE THE POLICE CAME, SHE GOT FROM FRIENDS A TELEPHONE CALL...

THEY SUSPECT YOU! HIDE THE PAPERS QUICKLY! BUT THEY'RE IMPORTANT—TRY NOT TO DESTROY THEM.

WHAT TO DO? SHE RAN TO THE SEAMSTRESS WHAT WAS ONE OF OUR TENANTS.

MISS STEFANSKA—PLEASE, HIDE THIS PACKAGE FOR ME—DON'T TELL ANYONE ABOUT IT!

AND ANJA WAS A GOOD CUSTOMER, SO SHE AGREED.

THE POLICE WENT OVER OUR HOUSE TOP TO BOTTOM. IT WAS NOTHING TO FIND SO THEY SEARCHED THE NEIGHBORS.

OKAY—HOW DID YOU GET THIS PACKAGE?

I NEVER SAW IT BEFORE. ONE OF MY CUSTOMERS MUST HAVE LEFT IT!

ANJA WAS SAFE, BUT THE SEAMSTRESS THEY ARRESTED.
When I found out this story, I was ready to break the marriage.

I told her, "Anja, if you want me, you have to go my way..."

If you want your communist friends, then I can't stay in this house!"

And she was a good girl, and of course she stopped all such things.

What happened to the seamstress?

Miss Stefanska sat in prison for a longer time—maybe 3 months.

Father-in-law paid the cost from the lawyers and gave to her some money—it cost maybe 15,000 zlotys.

That's a lot, huh?

Ja, but not only this, at the same time he did for us even more...

You know, Vladek, when you and Anja give me a grandchild, I want him to be well-off.

It wasn't enough evidence and finally the police left her go.

Well, I almost have enough from my sales trips to start up a textile shop...

A shop? Pff! You ought to have a textile factory!

That would cost a fortune!!

Please—I can give you the money and plenty of credit.

I started a factory in Bielsko, and visited to Anja every week-end.
By October 1937, the factory was going, and it was born—my first son, Richieu.

He's a big baby—over 3 kilos.  My god, Anja only weighs 39!

Of course, you never knew him. He didn't come out from the war.

Yes, I know...

But wait—If you were married in February, and Richieu was born in October, was he premature?

Yes, a little...

But you—after the war, when you were born—it was very premature. The doctors thought you wouldn't live.

I found a specialist what saved you... he had to break your arm to take you out from Anja's belly!

And when you were a tiny baby your arm always jumped up like so!

We joked and called you 'Heil Hitler!'

Always we pushed your arm down, and you would oops!

Look now what you made me do! Me? Okay, I'll re-count them later.

No! You don't know counting pills. I'll do it after... I'm an expert for this.
SO... ANJA STAYED WITH THE FAMILY AND I WENT TO LIVE IN BIELSKO FOR MY FACTORY BUSINESS AND TO FIND FOR US AN APARTMENT...

BUT SOON IT CAME FROM SOSNOWIEC A TELEPHONE...

VLADIK? COME HOME RIGHT AWAY ANJA IS SICK!

SHE WAS CRYING AS SOON I CAME IN...

WHAT'S WRONG, DARLING?

SOB, IT DOESN'T MATTER... NOTHING MATTERS.

BUT WHY ARE YOU CRYING?

I DON'T KNOW! I HAVE A GOOD FAMILY... A FINE SON... I SHOULD BE HAPPY...

BUT I DON'T CARE. I JUST DON'T WANT TO LIVE.

HERE, BABY. DRINK THIS AND REST.

I DON'T UNDERSTAND. WHAT'S THE MATTER?

GIVING BIRTH WAS TOO MUCH OF A STRAIN. SHE'S ALWAYS Hysterical OR DEPRESSED... A BREAKDOWN.

THE DOCTOR TOLD US ABOUT A SaniTARIUM...

... BUT SOMEBODY MUST GO WITH HER... SOMEONE SHE TRUSTS.

EVERYTHING'S ARRANGED—THE CHILD CAN STAY HERE WITH A GOVERNESS, AND I'LL WATCH YOUR FACTORY.

SOB
RIGHT AWAY, WE WENT. THE SANITARIUM WAS INSIDE CZECHOSLOVAKIA, ONE OF THE MOST EXPENSIVE AND BEAUTIFUL IN THE WORLD.

I REMEMBER WHEN WE WERE ALMOST ARRIVED, WE PASSED A SMALL TOWN.

EVERYBODY-EVERY JEW FROM THE TRAIN - GOT VERY EXCITED AND FRIGHTENED.

IT WAS THE BEGINNING OF 1938—BEFORE THE WAR—HANGING HIGH IN THE CENTER OF TOWN, IT WAS A NAZI FLAG...

HERE WAS THE FIRST TIME I SAW, WITH MY OWN EYES, THE SWASTIKA.
I TELL YOU, THERE'S A POGROM GOING ON IN GERMANY TODAY!

ONE FELLOW TOLD US OF HIS COUSIN WHAT WAS LIVING IN GERMANY...

AM I A FILTHY JEW

IT WAS VERY HARD THERE FOR THE JEWS—TERrible!

ANOTHER FELLOW TOLD US OF A RELATIVE IN BRANDENBERG—THE POLICE CAME TO HIS HOUSE AND NO ONE HEARD AGAIN FROM HIM.

THIS TOWN IS JEW FREE

IT WAS MANY, MANY SUCH STORIES—SYNAGOGUES BURNED, JEWS BEATEN WITH NO REASON, WHOLE TOWNS PUSHING OUT ALL JEWS—EACH STORY WORSE THAN THE OTHER.

HE HAD TO SELL HIS BUSINESS TO A GERMAN AND RUN OUT FROM THE COUNTRY WITHOUT EVEN THE MONEY.

LET'S HOPE THOSE NAZI GANGSTERS GET THROWN OUT OF POWER! JUST PRAY THAT THEY DON'T START A WAR!!
THE SANITARIUM WAS FAR AWAY FROM EVERYTHING—SO PEACEFUL, SO QUIET.

LOOK AT HOW BEAUTIFUL THESE GARDENS ARE, ANJA.

Uh huh

PEOPLE CAME FROM ALL OVER THE WORLD WITH DIFFERENT SICKNESSES. IT WAS EVEN SHOPS HERE... A THEATER... REALLY BEAUTIFUL...

OUR ROOM IS LIKE A LUXURY HOTEL—LOOK AT THIS VIEW.

Uh huh

AND EACH FEW DAYS I TALKED TO THE BIG SPECIALIST AT THE CLINIC.

Well, what did the doctor say??

He told me you’re doing fine... fine.

Just relax.

I UNDERSTOOD MUCH OF SUCH SICKNESSES, SO I HELPED ALWAYS TO CALM HER DOWN.

Look—we got a letter from home today.

With a photo of Richieu—let me see.

He’s a handsome boy... just like his father, yes?

Yes.
In the evenings, we went either to the theater or to dance in the café. Did I tell you the tragedy about the pillow my family lost at the start of the 1914 War? I was seven... we lived too close to the border... it wasn't safe...

I told her many jokes and stories to keep her busy... so we took what we could on a wagon pulled by four horses and went to my grandparents' home in Radomsko...

Someone rode past us and told us that we'd dropped a pillow a few miles back. A guy traveling to Amstow picked it up.

Imagine — my father never rode a horse before... but he unhitched one from the wagon and rode toward Amstow.

We waited and waited... mother started crying: "Surely he fell and got killed!" She had begged him to "let the pillow go and take all our troubles with it!"

The horse was bony and didn't have a saddle... finally, late that night, father rode back with the pillow... under his bloody tuchus... so father got his pillow back... but he couldn't sit down for the rest of the War!

I love you, Vladek.

And she was so laughing and so happy, so happy, that she approached each time and kissed me, so happy she was.
WE STAYED MAYBE 3 MONTHS, AND WHEN WE CAME BACK, ANJA WAS COMPLETELY DIFFERENT FROM WHEN SHE LEFT.

YOY HO, POPPA!

LISTEN, VLADIK... I DIDN'T WANT YOU TO WORRY WHILE YOU WERE AT THE SANITARIUM, BUT -

- Brace yourselves - the Bielsko factory has been ROBBED!

WHAT!

IT HAPPENED LAST MONTH. THEY TOOK EVERYTHING!

AI! AI! AI!

I DIDN'T EVEN HAVE TIME TO INSURE IT BEFORE WE LEFT.

WELL, AT LEAST I CAN HELP YOU BUILD IT UP AGAIN.

WERE YOU LOOTED AS PART OF SOME KIND OF ANTI-SEMITIC ACTIVITY?

I DON'T THINK THIS WAS IT. JUST A ROBBERY...

LIKE WHEN THEY ROBBED US IN REGO PARK HERE, LAST YEAR.

WELL... IN BIELSKO, FATHER-IN-LAW HELPED US AGAIN TO ESTABLISH OURSELVES.
IN A COUPLE MONTHS
WE WERE WELL-OFF-
QUITE WELL-OFF...
A WORKING FACTORY,
A 2 BEDROOM APAR-
MENT, A POLISH COV-
ERNESS, AND EVEN A MAID.

LOOK, RICHIEU,
POPPA'S HOME!

YOU LOOK
UPSET, VLADIM.
THERE WAS ANOTHER
 RIOT DOWNTOWN TODAY.

EVERYONE YELLING, "JEWS OUT!" "JEWS OUT!" ... EVEN TWO PEOPLE KILLED. THE POLICE JUST WATCHED!

IT'S THOSE
NAZIS STIRRING
EVERYBODY UP!

WHEN IT COMES
to JEWS, THE POLES
DON'T NEED MUCH
STIRRING UP!

MRS. SPEGLERMAN - HOW CAN YOU SAY SUCH A THING. I THINK OF YOU AS PART OF MY OWN FAMILY!

I'M SORRY, JANINA. I DIDN'T MEAN YOU! I'M JUST WORRIED!

MAYBE WE SHOULD MOVE AWAY, LIKE SOME OTHERS HAVE.

IF THINGS GET REALLY BAD WE'LL RUN BACK TO SOSNOWIEC.

WHY WOULD SOSNOWIEC BE ANY SAFER THAN BIELSKO?

WE THOUGHT THEN, THAT HITLER WANTED ONLY THE PARTS FROM POLAND, LIKE BIELSKO, WHAT USED TO BE PARTS FROM GERMANY BEFORE THE FIRST WORLD WAR.
WE WERE VERY HAPPY, STILL, FOR OVER A YEAR—UNTIL AUGUST 24, 1939.

A LETTER FROM THE GOVERNMENT!

A DRAFT NOTICE! I WAS IN THE POLISH RESERVES ARMY, AND SO I HAD TO GO RIGHT AWAY!

IT WAS A BIG CONFUSION... EVERYONE KNEW IT WOULD BE NOW A WAR...

QUICK! PACK EVERYTHING! YOUR FATHER WILL TAKE YOU TO SOSNOWIEC.

VLADIK, I'M AFRAID!

GRAB YOUR KNOCK-KNOCKS, AND THE DOLL COLLECTION!

THEY'RE NOT IMPORTANT!

YOU'LL SEE. YOU MAY ENJOY THEM.

I WAS RIGHT. WHEN THINGS WENT WORSE LATER, SHE WAS ABLE TO SELL SUCH THINGS.

SO Rania and Richieu and the govern- ess went in one way—to Sosnowiec...

... AND I WENT THEN IN A DIFFERENT DIRECTION... TO THE FRONTIER AGAINST GERMANY.
And on September 1, 1939, the war came. I was on the front, one of the first to
ACH!

So—twice I spilled my drugstore!

It's my eyes.

Ever since I got in my left eye the hemorrhaging and the glaucoma, it had to be taken out from me. And now I don't see so well.

And now I have a cataract inside my one good eye. You see how I have to suffer?

I told you about the big-shot specialist what was going to operate me?

Uh-huh.

He last year put me into the hospital for an immediate operation...

And then he just left me. He went somewhere away to give lectures on the television!
My eye started so bleeding, I had to run out to find a doctor in a different hospital.

There another specialist operated right away! Otherwise I could have died.

So now it's a glass eye.

He did a good job, no? One time, even, a young doctor came to my bed there in the hospital...

He looked with a light a long time in my eyes and told, "Mr. Spiegelman, your left eye is perfect!"

"...but in your right eye is cataracts." He didn't know, of course, that the left eye is glass....

And I didn't tell anything to him. I didn't want to make him an embarrassment.

UH-HUH. You told me about that.

Well, it's enough for today, yes? I'm tired and I must count still my pills.

Okay, good idea... my hand is sore from writing all this down.
I visited my father more often in order to get more information about his past...

HAVE SOME MORE GREEN BEANS, ARTIE.

YES, LOOK - YOU DON'T EAT ANYTHING!

NO THANKS, I'VE HAD ENOUGH.

SO FINISH AT LEAST WHAT'S ON YOUR PLATE!

OKAY... OKAY.

Y'KNOW, MALA, WHEN I WAS LITTLE, IF I DIDN'T EAT EVERYTHING MOM SERVED, POP AND I WOULD ARGUE 'TIL I RAN TO MY ROOM CRYING...

YOU SHOULD KNOW IT'S IMPOSSIBLE TO ARGUE WITH YOUR FATHER.

...MOM WOULD OFFER TO COOK SOMETHING I LIKED BETTER, BUT POP JUST WANTED TO LEAVE THE LEFTOVER FOOD AROUND UNTIL I ATE IT.

SOMETIMES HE'D EVEN SAVE IT TO SERVE AGAIN AND AGAIN UNTIL I'D EAT IT OR STARVE.

YES! SO IT HAS TO BE. ALWAYS YOU MUST EAT ALL WHAT IS ON YOUR PLATE.

ACCH, VLADEK.
Fortunately for me, mom would eventually feed me something I liked, and throw away the old food while you weren’t looking.

Yes. Anja was too easy with you always.

Hmmh. Thanks for the dinner, Mala. It was delicious.

Pfeh—the chicken was, I thought, too dry. Come, we'll talk better in the living room.

Okay— I'll get my notebook.

...I tell you, with Mala I don't know what to do. She—

Please, Pop! I'd rather not hear all that again. Tell me about 1939, when you were drafted.

1939? Yes... we were given army trainings for a few days and then, by the start of September, we were on the frontier.

...we were all digged into trenches near a river. On the other side it was Germans.
IT WAS EVERYTHING—QUIET UNTIL NEAR MORNING...

WAIT A MINUTE. THEY ONLY TRAINED YOU FOR A FEW DAYS BEFORE SENDING YOU INTO COMBAT!

WELL, THE FIRST TIME I WENT INTO THE ARMY FOR 18 MONTHS WHEN I WAS 21. THEN EVERY 4 YEARS I WENT TO LUGLIN FOR A MONTH TO TRAIN.

YOU KNOW, MY FATHER TRIED TO KEEP ALL HIS CHILDREN OUT FROM THE ARMY.

...BECAUSE WHEN HE WAS YOUNG, HE HAD THEN TO GO INTO THE RUSSIAN ARMY. ...AND THERE THEY TOOK YOU FOR 25 YEARS. ...TO SIBERIA!

MY FATHER PULLED OUT 14 OF HIS TEETH TO ESCAPE. IF YOU MISSED 12 TEETH THEY LEFT YOU GO.

SO WHEN MY BROTHER MARCUS GOT 21 YEARS, FATHER PUT HIM ON A STARVATION DIET. ALWAYS MARCUS WAS SICKLY—SO THIN AND WHEN HE WENT FOR THE ARMY EXAMINATION THEY DIDN'T TAKE HIM.

A YEAR LATER WHEN IT CAME MY TURN, FATHER WANTED TO MAKE TO ME THE SAME THING.

IT WAS SOMETHING TERRIBLE....
Three months before the examination he started with me...

Wake up, Vladek! You're sleeping too much!

Only three hours a night?

Stop, Vladek. You mustn't eat so much!

But I'm hungry!

Okay—have one more herring.

For three months I ate only salted herring and no water to lose weight.

And a few days before the exam, no sleep and no food...

Good boy—just a little more coffee!

Only a gallon of coffee a day for my heart.

And when finally I went for my medical examination...

Here's a healthy one.

Um!

No...there seems to be something wrong with him.

Build yourself up for a year, young man, and we'll review your case again.
...The next year, Father wanted I would again do the same thing, but I begged him and went in 1922 to the army...

...but let's get back to 1939!

Yes, you see how you mix me up?...In 1939 we were on the frontier, dug into trenches by a river.

It was quiet until near morning, then I heard shooting on both sides.

An officer sneaked over to me.

Dig in deeper. You'll get killed.

Your gun is cold! Why aren't you shooting?

I didn't see at what to shoot...

KPOK! KPOK! KPOK!

...But I dug deeper and started to shoot!
THEN BULLETS CAME IN MY DIRECTION.

I DUG DEEPER MY TRENCH BUT I STOPPED TO SHOOT.

BUT WHEN I LOOKED IN MY GUN, I SAW... A TREE!

AND THE TREE WAS ACTUALLY MOVING!

WELL, IF IT MOVED, I HAD TO SHOOT!

I MUST BE SEEING THINGS. HOW CAN A TREE RUN?

AKH!

PNG

IT HELD UP A HAND TO SHOW IT WAS HURT. TO SURRENDER.

BUT I KEPT SHOOTING AND SHOOTING. UNTIL FINALLY THE TREE STOPPED MOVING. WHO KNOWS; OTHERWISE HE COULD HAVE SHOT ME!
AFTER TWO HOURS OF FIGHTING, THE NAZIS OVERCAME OUR SIDE OF THE RIVER.

GET UP!

GIVE ME YOUR GUN!

IT'S NOT! YOU WERE SHOOTING AT US!

MY CommandeR MADE ME SHOOT.
I ONLY FIRED IN THE AIR!

I ANSWERED IN GERMAN AND HIS PARTNER STOPPED HIM FROM BEATING ME.

THEY MARCHED ME TO WHERE IT WAS MORE LIKE ME. WAR PRISONERS.

AND ALL FROM US WHAT WEREN'T INJURED THEY MARCHED OVER TO THEIR SIDE OF THE RIVER TO LOOK FOR DEAD SOLDIERS.
ATTENTION! ALL PRISONERS WILL CARRY OUR DEAD AND WOUNDED TO THE WAITING RED CROSS TRUCKS.

YOU! WHERE DO YOU THINK YOU'RE GOING?

I THOUGHT I SAW A BODY OVER BY THE RIVER!

I KNEW WHERE THE ONE I SHOT SHOULD BE LAYING.

ER VERBLUTETE! HIS BLOOD RAN OUT! CARRY HIM OVER TO THE TRUCK WITH THE OTHERS.

HIS NAME WAS JAN...

...AND I KNEW THAT I KILLED HIM.

AND I SAID TO MYSELF: "WELL, AT LEAST I DID SOMETHING."
They took us to a place near Nuremberg where it was many war prisoners. The Jews they made to stand separate.

It's all your fault, this war!

Of course, nobody of us said a word.

Put down all your valuables!

He came up to me... I had maybe 300 zlotys.

Why so much money, Jew?

Many others had only 5 or 6 zlotys.

You never worked a day in your life!

Like you, Artie, my hands were always very delicate.

Do you expect to do some business here? Show me your hands!

Well, Jew, don't worry. We'll find work for you!

And they did.
Another German took 4 or 5 from us to a stable.

See this mess? It better be spotlessly clean in one hour. Understand!

It was impossible to do it in one hour!

We really worked very hard. But, an hour later...

So!

Not finished yet?

This will cost you your soup, you lazy bastards!

And somehow we did make the job in only an hour and a half. But look what you do, Artie!

Huh?

Clean it, yes? Otherwise I have to do it. Mala could let it sit like this for a week and never touch it.

And she knows how with my sicknesses it's hard now for me to do such things.

Okay, okay. It's clean.
So we lived and worked a few weeks in the stable until they took us to an even bigger prisoner of war camp.

Brrr. The Polish prisoners get heated cabins. Yes, and we're just left to freeze in these tents.

It was terrible cold that autumn. All over Europe it was so freezing that birds fell from trees.

To keep warm we had only our summer uniforms and a thin blanket. At least if they gave us enough to eat.

The other prisoners get two meals a day. We Jews get only a crust of bread and a little soup.

Good morning, Vladek.

Where are you going?

To bathe in the river.

You've gone crazy. I'll be clean and I'll feel warm all day by comparison.

Many others got frostbite wounds. In the pus, and in the pus was lice.
Every day I bathed and did gymnastics to keep strong. And every day we prayed.

I was very religious, and it wasn't else to do.

I had a set made from stones and bread crumbs.

Only in German. And very careful.

And so things went for maybe six weeks, then...

Look! There's an announcement outside!

Chocolate bars! Cigarettes! Jam!

It was so treasuring for me this package.

Workers needed. War prisoners may volunteer for labor assignments to replace German workers called to the front. Housing and abundant food will be supplied.

It's a trick!

Never volunteer! If we have to die, let's die here!

I didn't agree!

I'm not going to die. And I won't die here! I want to be treated like a human being!
When my comrades saw I was going, they too registered.

We were taken to nice wooden houses. We got soup and we got bread...

Look! A stove!

And real beds!

With sheets and pillows!

And for a whole day we only rested and got back our strength.

Ah- it seems like years since I've felt warm or been in a bed!

Yes- funny, isn't it? It's only a little over two months since we were drafted.

I'm worried though, Vladek- who knows what kind of work they'll give us.

Anything is better than rotting in those tents.

I suppose.

It doesn't matter...

The next day we were given shovels and picks...

...things what we never held in our hands before.
AND THE WORK WAS REALLY VERY HARD—WE HAD TO MOVE MOUNTAINS.

Some complained—those what were too old or weak for such work:

I—I cant take anymore.

If you're unhappy—go back to the P.O.W. camp.

It's okay—we'll help you when no one is looking.

We tried to help, but—what you think?—some went back to the tents to freeze and to starve.

But what happened to them, I don't know.

Still, eighty per cent stayed. There was enough to eat, and a warm bed. It was better to stay...
...always I went to sleep exhausted.
And one night I had a dream...

"don't worry...

A voice was talking to me. It was,
I think, my dead grandfather...

"...don't worry, my child...

It was so real, this voice...

"you will come out of
this place - free!
on the day of
parshas truma."

I woke up right away. And when
I went to sleep again it was:
"parshas truma! parshas truma!"

So what's
parshas truma?

Each week on sat-
urday, we read a sec-
tion from the torah.

This is so called - a parsha...
and one week each year it is
parshas truma.

Before work a few
from us prayed. It was
a rabbi there with us.

One moment, rabbi.
when will we
read parshas truma?

Parshas truma?

...in the middle of feb-
uary... almost three
months from now. why?

I told him my dream...

Let's hope it's true.
I'm afraid we'll never
get out of here.

Three months -
and every day was
for us a year!
SO WE WORKED, DAY AFTER DAY. WE SURVIVED. WEEK AFTER WEEK. THE SAME.

UNTIL ONE TIME...

IT CAME VERY MANY GESTAPO AND WEHRMACHT. ATTENTION! LINE UP ON THE ROAD IN TWO ROWS! IMMEDIATELY!

WE WERE NOT AT EASE. WE DIDN'T KNOW WHAT THEY COULD DO WITH US.

I STOOD ALWAYS IN THE SECOND LINE. (PSST—VLADIK.)

I DIDN'T WANT THEY SHOULD SEE ME MUCH.

SOMEONE SNEAKED NEXT TO ME...

RABBI! DO YOU KNOW WHAT DAY IT IS?

SATURDAY, OF COURSE.

BUT DO YOU KNOW WHAT A SATURDAY?...

IT'S PARSHAS TRUMA!
THEY MARCHED US TO THE MAIN COURTYARD AND LINED US UP BY ALPHABET AT TABLES...

NAME AND RANK?
SPIEGELMAN, VLADIK. CORPORAL.

DESTINATION UPON RELEASE?
SOSNOWIEC...

THIS THE GERMANS DID VERY GOOD...

...TO MY WIFE AND CHILD.

...ALWAYS THEY DID EVERYTHING VERY SYSTEMATIC.

VERY WELL - SIGN THIS RELEASE FORM.

...AND IT WAS ALL DONE IN ONE DAY.

YOU MEAN YOUR 'PARSHA'S TRUMA' DREAM ACTUALLY CAME TRUE?

YES - THIS IS FOR ME A VERY IMPORTANT DATE...

AND THIS WAS THE PARSHA IN 1945, AFTER THE WAR, ON THE WEEK YOU WERE BORN!

AND SO IT CAME OUT TO BE THIS PARSHA YOU SANG ON THE SATURDAY OF YOUR BAR MITZVAH?

I CHECKED LATER ON A CALENDAR, IT WAS THIS PARSHA ON THE WEEK I GOT MARRIED TO ANJA.

THE NEXT MORNING EACH FROM US GOT A RED CROSS PACKAGE, AND THEY LOADED US ON A TRAIN TO POLAND.
During the journey I sat with the Rabbi.

So, my son. Now I see you are a "Roh-eh handeled," one who sees what the future will bring.

Hey! This train seems to be passing Sosnowiec!

When they didn't stop the train I became very worried.

You see, the Nazis divided Poland into pieces: Protectorate and Reich, with a guarded border between.

The train went completely past my part of Poland - the Reich - and stopped only in the Protectorate.

Those with papers for Krakow-out!

And, when it stopped in Warsaw, the Rabbi got out.

I'll write to you.

But I never heard again from him. It came such a misery in Warsaw, Almost none survived.

And the train was a long way past Sosnowiec. They took me up, up, very far - maybe 300 miles - until we came to Lublin. There they unloaded all of us from the Reich.
IN LUBLIN, THEY TOOK US TO BIG TENTS...

AND THERE WE SAT.

EVENTUALLY CAME SOME PEOPLE TO SEE US FROM THE JEWISH AUTHORITIES...

WHY ARE WE BEING KEPT HERE?

IT'S A VERY BAD SITUATION... JUST BEFORE YOU ARRIVED, THERE WAS ANOTHER GROUP OF RELEASED WAR PRISONERS...

TWO DAYS AGO THE NAZIS MARCHED THEM TO A FOREST....

AND THEY SHOT ALL OF THEM—THEY KILLED 600 PEOPLE!

WE WERE THE NEXT PARTY!

I THOUGHT YOU WERE RELEASED AS A PRISONER OF WAR!

EXACTLY SO...

INTERNATIONAL LAWS PROTECTED US A LITTLE AS POLISH WAR PRISONERS. BUT A JEW OF THE REICH ANYONE COULD KILL IN THE STREETS!
I was very frightened.

Then we heard something to give us a little hope...

We've bribed the Germans to release prisoners into the homes of local Jews who will claim you as relatives.

My name's Spiegelman. There's a friend of my family named Orbach in Lublin. I met him when I was here for army training.

Fine! We'll try to register you as his cousin.

That night I went out from the tent.

I had to urinate.

I ran quick inside.

And a guard began shooting to me.

And thought all night different things what could happen to us.
As soon as it was light: Spiegelman!... Spiegelman!

Vladek!

Obracht, am I glad to see you!

And in ten minutes, I was free!

Obracht was a friend from my uncle—he had two beautiful daughters near to my age.

I'm sorry we can't offer you a better meal, Vladek—but the Jews of Lublin get very few food coupons.

Oh my God! Chocolate!

These I saved from a Red Cross package. Always I saved... just in case!

One moment, girls—I have a gift for each of you...

Eventually, when I came again to Sosnowiec, we sent them food packages...

...we were for a while a little better off... and they wrote back very happy how it helped survive them...

...then they wrote that the Germans were keeping the packages, and then they stopped to write finished.

With Obracht, I stayed a few days recuperating, but I was restless. How could I manage to sneak across the border to my family?
Trains were still going from Protectorate to Reich. Only, one needed legal papers. Of course, this I didn't have...

...but anyway I got on the train in the direction I wanted.

I approached to the train man, a Pole...

MAY I TALK TO YOU FOR A MOMENT?

SURE, SOLDIER.

I still had on my army uniform, and I didn't let on I was a Jew.

YOU'RE A POLE LIKE ME, SO I CAN TRUST YOU... THE STINKING NAZIS HAD ME IN A WAR PRISON... I JUST ESCAPED.

THE POLES WERE VERY BITTER ON THE GERMANS, SO IT WAS GOOD TO SPEAK BAD OF THEM.

I'M TRYING TO GET TO SOSNOWIEC - BACK TO MY FAMILY.

DON'T WORRY... WHEN WE GET TO THE BORDER, HIDE IN HERE.

AND SO THE TRAIN MAN HELPED ME COME BACK TO MY SIDE OF POLAND.

...WHAT I THOUGHT I MIGHT NEVER SEE AGAIN.

OY GEVALT! IT'S VLADENK!

I WALKED FIRST OVER TO MY PARENTS' HOUSE...
MY SON! THANK GOD YOU'RE SAFE!

AND IN SPITE OF EVERYTHING, YOU LOOK HEALTHY!

I'M STRONG, MOTHER. BUT YOU LOOK SICK!

IT'S BECAUSE I WAS WORRIED ABOUT YOU.

BUT IT WASN'T ONLY THIS. SHE WAS SICK OF CANCER.

...AND A MONTH OR TWO LATER, SHE DIED.

SHE NEVER KNEW HOW TERRIBLE EVERYTHING WOULD SOON BE!

AND, FATHER! YOUR BEARD! WHAT HAPPENED?

YOU SHAVED IT OFF?!

IT'S GROWING BACK, NOW...

HE WAS VERY RELIGIOUS—SO LIKE A RABBI—AND, OF COURSE, HE ALWAYS HAD A BIG BEARD.

IN SEPTEMBER THE GERMAN SOLDIERS GRABBED MANY JEWS IN THE STREET...

THEY MADE US SING PRAYERS WHILE THEY LAUGHED AND BEAT US.

...AND BEFORE LETTING US GO, THEY CUT OFF OUR BEARDS.

AND NOW THE DEMONS HAVE TAKEN AWAY MY SELTZER FACTORY. THEY—

ENOUGH!

I MUST BRING VLADĚK HOME TO ANJA BEFORE CURFEW.

AT 7:00 IT WAS A RULE. ALL JEWS HAD TO BE IN THEIR HOME AND ALL LIGHTS OUT.
FROM MY PARENTS' TO SOKOLWIEZ WAS ONLY A SHORT RIDE.

GO IN AND SAY YOU JUST GOT A LETTER FROM ME SAYING I'D BE HOME IN A WEEK.

I STOOD AT THE DOOR, LISTENING...

DON'T JOKE! IF VLADEK WAS COMING HOME, HE'D HAVE WRITTEN TO US TOO!

SURPRISE!

OH MY GOD.

VLADEK!

I GRABBED MY SON. HE WAS 2½ YEARS.

RICHIEU! BWAH

WHY DO YOU CRY, MY BOY? I'M YOUR FATHER!

WAH

HE STARTED SCREAMING.

AND I DON'T NEED TO TELL YOU HOW BIG THE JOY WAS IN OUR HOUSE.
Even though everything--and it was really very tough—we were happy only to be together.

Not so like it is now with me and Mala.

I tell you, if Anja could be alive now, it would be everything different with me!

Mala makes me crazy. Only she talks about money. Always about my will.

Please, pop!...

You always tell me the same things. There's nothing I can do.

But I haven't with whom else to talk.

And it's for you I watch out my money!

Jeez—let's talk about it next time. I'll call you.

Besides, it's getting late. I oughta get home before curfew!

Hmph.

Hey—where's my coat? I know I put it in here!
MALA, DID YOU PUT MY COAT SOMEPLACE?

NO. ARE YOU GOING NOW?

I'LL MAKE YOU SOME COFFEE.

NO THANKS, I'M NOT THIRSTY...

...AND YOU MAKE THE WORST COFFEE I'VE EVER TASTED.

BUT I STILL HAVE THAT BAG OF ESPRESSO YOU ONCE LEFT HERE.

BUT THAT WAS OVER 6 MONTHS AGO. THAT COFFEE'S COMPLETELY STALE!

SO... MAYBE SOME TEA?

NO, THANKS, JUST MY COAT.

OH, DAD—HAVE YOU SEEN MY COAT ANYWHERE?

YES...

I THREW IT OUT.

WHAT?!?

YOU'RE KIDDING!

GIVE IT BACK!

IT'S TOO LATE...

WHEN YOU WERE SITTING FIRST DOWN TO DINNER, I THREW IT OUTSIDE. BY NOW THE GARBAGE MEN TOOK IT AWAY.
Such an old shabby coat. It's a shame my son would wear such a coat! But I like it!

I have for you a warmer one. I got at Alexander's a new jacket, and I can give to you my old one; it's still like new!

Here, just try it on a minute.

Oh, great. A nappa-hyde windbreaker!

And it's too big. Ah! It looks on you like a million dollars!

Look, Dad. You can't do this to me. I'm over 30 years old. I choose my own clothes!

After you wear it a little, you'll see how good it looks... Come, I'll walk you downstairs.

So, don't forget, Artie. You'll call me this week and we can talk.

You really threw out my coat. I can't believe it!

...I just can't believe it...
YOU'RE LATE!

NO, I'M NOT... I SAID I'D BE BY AFTER DINNER.

BUT NOW IT'S DARK OUT! I WANTED YOU TO CLIMB TO THE ROOF - IT'S A LEAK IN THE DRAIN PIPE.

Huh?

NEW TRENCH COAT.

YOU AND MALA! YOU BOTH THINK MONEY GROWS ON BUSHES, I'LL FIX IT MYSELF!

THAT'S CRAZY! YOU CAN'T CLIMB A TWO-STORY LADDER IN YOUR CONDITION...

ACH!

BUT I'M NO GOOD AT FIXING THAT KIND OF STUFF. WHY DON'T YOU HIRE SOMEBODY?

NEVER MIND - FORGET I SAID ANYTHING... JUST COME SIT WITH ME. I HAVE TO PEDAL...

IF YOU WANT, I'LL PAY FOR THE HANDYMAN.

OTHERWISE I GET CRAMP-WHAT YOU'RE HOLDING?

SO, HOW MUCH YOU PAID?

ONLY 75 BUCKS! IT WAS ON SALE.

PSSSH, AT KORNETTES YOU COULD FIND IT FOR MAXIMUM $35.00.

BUT - SKIP IT! TELL ME ABOUT WHEN YOU GOT BACK FROM THE P.O.W. CAMP IN 1940...
WHEN FIRST I CAME HOME IT LOOKED EXACTLY SO AS BEFORE I WENT AWAY...

IT WAS STILL VERY LUXURIOUS. THE GERMANS COULDN'T DESTROY EVERYTHING AT ONE TIME.

IT WAS TWELVE OF US LIVING IN FATHER-IN-LAW'S HOUSEHOLD...

IT WAS ANJA AND ME, AND OUR BOY, RICHIEU...

ANJA'S OLDER SISTER, TOSHA, HER HUSBAND, WOLFE, AND THEIR LITTLE GIRL, GIBI...

AND IT WAS ANJA'S GRANDPARENTS. THEY HAD MAYBE 90 YEARS, BUT VERY ALERT...

AND, OF COURSE, IT WAS MY FATHER-IN-LAW AND MY MOTHER-IN-LAW...

AND ALSO THE 2 KIDS FROM YOUR UNCLE HERMAN AND AUNT HELEN: LOLEK AND LONIA.

HERMAN AND HELA WERE LUCKY. THEY WERE VISITING THE N.Y. WORLD'S FAIR WHEN THE WAR CAME.

THIS SAVED THEM.
AH, GRANDMOTHER - YOUR STEW IS EVEN TASTIER THAN I REMEMBERED.

NO - IT'S NOT LIKE BEFORE THE WAR, VLADIMIR - I CAN'T GET THE FOODS I NEED.

EACH OF US GETS COUPONS FOR 8 OUNCES OF BREAD A DAY, AND A TINY BIT OF MARGARINE, SUGAR AND JAM PER WEEK. THAT'S ALL!

SO HOW DO WE MANAGE?

I'VE DONATED A LOT TO THE GEMEINDE - THE JEWISH COMMUNITY ORGANIZATION - AND WOLFE WORKS THERE... SO WE GET A LITTLE EXTRA.

AND THERE'S THE BLACK MARKET.

WITH MONEY YOU CAN ALWAYS GET ANYTHING!

IT'S DANGEROUS, THOUGH. THE NAZIS TAKE YOU OFF TO A WORK CAMP FOR BREAKING ANY MINOR LAW.

WORSE - EVEN IF YOU DON'T BREAK ANY LAWS!

... AND THOSE THAT ARE TAKEN AWAY - THEY'RE NEVER SEEN AGAIN!
Well, we should be happy we're all together with enough to eat. But we must really tighten our belts until the war ends.

Come - let's play rummy while the ladies clear the table.

Has the family been taking good care of my Bielsko textile factory? Don't you know? All Jewish businesses have been taken over by "Aryan managers."

I went to our factory in Lodz, and they said, "Better go home today, old man... tomorrow we'll carry you out."

What?

But isn't any money coming in? Not a single zloty. And the family wants to live the way it did before the war!

Okay, Vladek - cut the cards. But, Wolfe - what kind of work are you doing?

Just a little office work for the Gemeinde... but a few months ago Father-in-law took all his valuables home from the bank safe.

How long can savings last?

Don't worry, so much, Vladek. You'll see... the war will be over like lightning! Ja! Like lightning!

Ach!

Wolfe looked only to play cards.
The Nazis moved me to an apartment here. I make uniforms for their officers... and suits on the side when I can get the cloth.

Are you still in business?

I don't know. I just got back from war prison. Well, if you get any cloth, come see me. This note will get you past the doorman.

The note told that I worked with him. Such a paper could be useful to have.

I went then to shops what still owed me money from before the war...

But I can't pay you! A German runs my place now. I'm lucky just to have a job!

Then advance me a few yards of material without coupons.

Okay, okay. Hide this under your clothes.

Mr. Ilzecki, please.

I remember, Father-in-law was so happy with me.

You see, at least there's one smart guy in the family.

Of course I only said I got half what I really made. Otherwise they wouldn't save anything.
A little later I was again on Modrzejowska, looking to buy some textiles without coupons...

...the S.S. closed off the whole street to inspect the working papers from everyone.

I didn't know before about this.

I managed to disappear into a building.

But they took maybe 50% of the people away.

I talked about it to father-in-law...

They almost got me! I'll need more than just Ilzecki's note!

It's true.

And so it went... Okay, Vladek... since we make things for Germany we can get you a priority work card.

Remember, if there's a round-up, run in here and pretend you're working.

I learned here to do things what were useful to me when I came to Auschwitz.
Father-in-law had a nice new bedroom set...

The Germans looked to grab such furniture, because in stores it wasn't anymore to get.

Wife and I shepped everything valuable downstairs for a Polish neighbor to hide.

Oof, are we leaving the other bed upstairs?
Ja, mother-in-law is too sick. She needs a good bed.

Panja's mother had gallstones. The day the Germans came she lay in the bed.

Please don't take her bed. Look at how sick she is.

The doctor is here every day.

Father-in-law had an old friend who came always over to play cards.

And they left without taking anything!

You know, I met a German official who would pay well for a bedroom set...

Hidden, we had no use from the furniture, so we shepped it again upstairs to sell.

You have excellent taste in furniture, Herr Zilberberg. Thank you.

My men will be right back to get your wife's bed too!

You cheated us last time, Jew!

Wait! I haven't been paid yet.

Please, if you want to stay alive go back inside.

He was so unhappy after. So unhappy!
ONE TIME I WAS GOING TO SEE ILZECKI. THIS WAS LATE IN 1941. I THINK. HIS HOUSE WAS VERY NEAR TO A TRAIN STATION...

... AND IT WAS GOING ON THERE SOMETHING TERRIBLE.

I HAD TO PASS NEAR- AND THEY WERE GRABBING JEWS, IF THEY HAD PAPERS OR NO!

WHAT HAD I TO DO?

WILL I WALK SLOWLY, THEY TAKE ME...

WILL I RUN THEY CAN SHOOT ME!

THEN FROM FAR, I SAW ILZECKI WALKING, SO I WENT HASTY OVER TO HIM.

ALLO! MR. SPIEGELMAN! WHAT ARE YOU DOING HERE? DON'T YOU SEE WHAT'S GOING ON?

QUICK- COME UPSTAIRS WITH ME UNTIL THE TRAINS LEAVE!

ILZECKI LIVED IN A VERY FANCY HOUSE. HE WAS THE ONLY JEW THERE.

SO I SAT WITH HIM AND HIS WIFE A GOOD FEW HOURS. WE HEARD SHOOTING AND SCREAMS.

HE SURVIVED ME MY LIFE THAT TIME.
Ilzecki had a son the same age like Richieu. If you only could see how those children played together.

Listen, Vladek.

We can't know what's going to happen to us - but we must keep our children safe.

I have a good friend, a Pole, who's willing to hide my son until the situation gets better.

...I think he'd take your boy too.

Yes, you may be right. Let me speak with my family.

But, I'm telling you, it was something TERRIBLE going on in our house when I even mentioned it.

What? Have you gone crazy?

How can you even think of giving Richieu up to complete strangers?!

Ilzecki and his wife didn't come out from the war.

...but his son remained alive; ours did not.

...and anyway we had to give Richieu to hide a year later.
When we were in the ghetto, in 1943, Toshia took all the children to—

Wait! Please, Dad, if you don't keep your story chronological, I'll never get it straight... Tell me more about 1941 and 1942.

So?... Okay. I'll make it so how you want it. 1941?... At the end of 1941 the Germans came with something new. Wolfe ran from the Gemeinder...

Look! They're putting these up all over town.

All 12 of our household were given now to live in 2½ small rooms...

Reward

For every unregistered Jew you find: 1 Kilo of Sugar

Most people got even less space. But Father-in-law and Wolfe had a little influence...

But this wasn't yet a real ghetto. Still you could go into other parts of town so long you were home at night-time.

Hold the ladder, Anja.

I'm putting up a curtain to give us some privacy.

Toshia insisted on getting the part of the room with the window.

It doesn't matter, Vladek. I'm just glad the whole family can stay together.

It was no more the luxury life we had before.
For a couple months I did here still my black market business. Then came more bad news, very bad...

What's wrong, father? They just arrested my friend, Nahum Cohn, and his son.

The Germans intend to make an example of them!

The next day I walked over to Modrzewskia Street and I saw them...

They hanged there one full week.

Cohn had a dry goods store. He was known over all Sosnowiec. Often he gave me cloth with no coupons.

I traded also with Pfeifer, a fine young man - a Zionist. He was just married. His wife ran screaming in the street.
I was frightened to go outside for a few days... I didn’t want to pass where they were hanging.

Ach... when I think now of them, it still makes me cry... look— even from my dead eye tears are coming out!

What was Anja doing at around this time? Houseworks... and knitting... reading... and she was writing always her diary.

I used to see Polish notebooks around the house as a kid. Were those her diaries? Yes, and also no.

Her diaries didn’t survive from the war. What you saw she wrote after: her whole story from the start.

Ohmigod! Where are they? I need those for this book!

Coff! Please, Artie, stop with the smoking. It makes me short with breath.

I think it’s all your pedaling.

Don’t be so smart! What I was telling you? Yes... after the hanging I looked for another business...

I started to trade gold and jewelry...

It was easier to hide than clothings. I kept things hidden in the child’s stroller, and I made a few zlotys.
FOR A WHILE I HAD ALSO A FOOD BUSINESS THAT I DIDN'T YET TELL YOU...

I MET SZKLARZYK. HE HAD A BIG GROCERY ON MODRZEJSOWSKA...

YOU'RE ZYLLBERGEB'S SON-IN-LAW, RIGHT? COME INSIDE AND WAIT FOR THE RAIN TO STOP.

SO, TOGETHER WE SAT AND SPOKE, AND HE HELPED, FROM TIME TO TIME, A CUSTOMER...

SOPRAG - YOU DON'T HAVE ENOUGH COUPONS TO BUY ½ KILO OF SUGAR.

THEN A LITTLE MORE WE SPOKE AND HE MADE TO ME A PROPOSITION...

SHE WENT OUT WITH ½ KILO. I SMELLED I COULD ARRANGE SOMETHING.

MAYBE YOU COULD SELL MY "EXTRA" ITEMS TO SMALL SHOPS IN THE AREA UNDER THE COUNTER.

IT WAS DANGEROUS TO CARRY THESE THINGS - BUT MAYBE I COULD BE LUCKY.

WHEN SOMEBODY IS HUNGRY HE LOOKS FOR BUSINESS...

ONE TIME I HAD 10 OR 15 KILOS SUGAR TO DELIVER...

WHAT WAS I SUPPOSED TO SAY? FOR THIS I COULD REALLY HANG!

HALT, JEW! WHAT ARE YOU CARRYING?

SUGAR.

I'M TAKING IT OVER TO MY GROCERY STORE.

OH, YOU HAVE A SHOP?

I WENT TO THE BACK DOOR WHERE I HAD TO DELIVER...

OPEN UP, POLDEK!

I MADE SO THEY WOULD THINK IT WAS LEGAL.

I'VE GOT OUR SUGAR.

AND THEY LEFT ME GO WITHOUT EVEN CHECKING MY PAPERS!
But when we came to Stara Sosnowiec, all my businesses became harder... it was not so easy to move around.

The tin shop finished—the owner was the only Jew they let work there. I got then a job in a German carpentry shop.

Father-in-law and Lolek worked already there, for really no money. I didn't need this before, but now I had to have the work paper.

Wolfie could have arranged me a job at the Gemeinde... but I didn't want to put my hands there where Jews were being taken.

And then it came again something new from the Germans. We got a notice...

"All Jews over 70 years old will be transferred to Theresienstadt in Czechoslovakia on May 10, 1942."

It doesn't look too bad! Like a convalescent home.

A community better prepared to take care of the elderly than ours in Sosnowiec...

Anja's grandparents had about 90 years.

We've been together—a family—for 70 years. We don't want to break apart now!

Don't worry. We won't let them take you.

We didn't yet know of Auschwitz—of the ovens—but we were anyway afraid.

So, in the yard, we made a hiding place, a bunker...

We sneaked food to them, and when it was safe—we took them inside a little.
SEVERAL TIMES CAME THE JEWISH POLICE TO OUR HOUSE...

OUR RECORDS SHOW THAT MR. AND MRS. KARMID LIVE HERE. THEY HAVEN'T REGISTERED FOR TRANSFER.

YES - MY WIFE'S PARENTS - THEY LEFT WITHOUT A WORD A MONTH AGO.

JEWISH POLICE?

YES - WITH BIG STICKS.

SOME JEWS THOUGHT IN THIS WAY: IF THEY GAVE TO THE GERMANS A FEW JEWS, THEY COULD SAVE THE REST.

AND AT LEAST THEY COULD SAVE THEMSELVES.

AND A MONTH AFTER, THEY AGAIN CAME TO FATHER-IN-LAW.

MR. ZYLBERBERG, YOU AND YOUR WIFE MUST COME WITH US.

IF THE KARMIDS DON'T TURN UP IN 3 DAYS YOU TWO WILL BE SENT IN THEIR PLACE!

HE HAD STILL A LITTLE "PROTECTION" FROM THE GEMEINDE, SO THEY TOOK ONLY HIM AWAY - NOT HIS WIFE.

HE WROTE THAT WE HAD TO GIVE OVER THE GRANDPARENTS. EVEN IF THEY TOOK ONLY HIM AWAY NOW, NEXT THEY WOULD GRAB HIS WIFE, AND THEN THE REST OF THE FAMILY.

HE SAT A FEW DAYS THERE, THEN HE SENT TO US A NOTE

SO, WHAT HAPPENED?

WHAT HAPPENED? WE HAD TO DELIVER THEM!

THEY THOUGHT IT WAS TO THERESIENSTADT THEY WERE GOING.

LET US KNOW IF YOU NEED ANYTHING!

BUT THEY WENT RIGHT AWAY TO AUSCHWITZ, TO THE GAS.
WHEN DID YOU FIRST HEAR ABOUT AUSCHWITZ?
RIGHT AWAY WE HEARD...

EVEN FROM THERE - FROM THAT OTHER WORLD, PEOPLE CAME BACK AND TOLD US. BUT WE DIDN'T BELIEVE.

THEN THIS SAME NEWS CAME MORE AND MORE, SO WE BELIEVED, AND LATER ON, WE SAW EVEN WORSE!

AFTER WHAT HAPPENED TO THE GRANDPARENTS, IT WAS A FEW MONTHS QUIET. THEN IT CAME POSTERS EVERYWHERE AND SPEECHES FROM THE GEMEINDE...

FELLOW JEWS: ON WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 12TH, EVERY ONE OF YOU, YOUNG AND OLD, MALE AND FEMALE, HEALTHY AND SICK, MUST REGISTER AT THE DIENST STADIUM...

OH NO!
NOW WHAT?

...THERE'S NO CAUSE FOR ALARM - IT'S ONLY A MATTER OF INSPECTING YOUR DOCUMENTS AND STAMPING THEM. THIS WILL PROTECT YOU AS CITIZENS OF THE REGION!

I'M NOT GOING. IT'S A NAZI TRAP!

EVERYBODY WAS WORRIED.

...AND OUR JEWISH COMMITTEE IS HELPING THOSE MURDERERS. GOD KNOWS WHAT WILL HAPPEN TO US AT THE STADIUM!

WELL, THEY JUST INSPECTED JEWISH DOCUMENTS IN SOME NEARBY TOWNS. IT WAS NO BIG DEAL.

ANYWAY, WE'VE GOT TO GO, WITHOUT LEGAL PAPERS, WE'RE LOST!

TO GO, IT WAS NO GOOD, BUT, NOT TO GO - IT WAS ALSO NO GOOD.
My father—he had 62 years—came by streetcar to me from Dabrowa, the village next door from Sosnowiec.

Here’s a cookie, Richieu. Aunt Fela baked it for you. Say thank you to grandpa.

I don’t know. I’m not even sure what we’re going to do. Anja’s mother says she isn’t going. She’s sick and afraid.

Well, our cousin Mordecai says he’ll be at one of the inspection tables. I could bring my papers to him...

What does Fela say?

She’s not sure... but if Fela decides to go, of course I’ll go with her.

Can I have another cookie?

Really, I didn’t know how to advise him.

But finally he did go. People were afraid to not show up.

So it came to the stadium almost all the Jews of Sosnowiec, and from the other villages near, maybe 25 or 30,000 people.
Everyone came very nice dressed. They tried so that they would look young and able to work, in order to get a good stamp on their passport.

When we were everybody inside, Gestapo with machine guns surrounded the stadium.

Line up by family at the tables to register! Quickly!

Then was a selection, with people sent either to the left, either to the right.

Old people, families with lots of kids, and people without work cards are all going to the left!

We understood this must be very bad.

Me and Anja came to the table where my cousin was sitting. Ah, you work at the carpentry shop. Go to the right.

So we got stamped our passports and came quick to the good side of the stadium. Those they sent left, they didn't get any stamp.
WE WERE SO HAPPY WE CAME THROUGH. BUT WE WORRIED NOW—WERE OUR FAMILIES SAFE?

LOOK! THERE'S POPPA, WITH LOLEK AND LONIA!

WE SAW WOLFE AND TOSHA. OUR FAMILY SEEMS TO BE OKAY.

DID YOU SEE MY FATHER?

I COULDN'T SEE ANYWHERE MY FATHER.

BUT LATER SOMEONE WHO SAW HIM TOLD ME... HE CAME THROUGH THIS SAME COUSIN OVER TO THE GOOD SIDE.

HER, THEY SENT TO THE LEFT. FOUR CHILDREN WAS TOO MANY.

SPIEGELMAN—TO THE RIGHT.

FELA!

THEN CAME FELA TO REGISTER...

MY DAUGHTER! HOW CAN SHE MANAGE ALONE—WITH FOUR CHILDREN TO TAKE CARE OF?

AND, WHAT DO YOU THINK? HE SNEAKED ON TO THE BAD SIDE!

AND THOSE ON THE BAD SIDE NEVER CAME ANYMORE HOME.

THOSE WITH A STAMP WERE LET TO GO HOME. BUT THERE WERE VERY FEW JEWS NOW LEFT IN SÓDOWIEC...

WELL... IT'S ENOUGH FOR TODAY. YES, ARTIE?...

ONE FROM THREE THEY KEPT AT THE STADIUM.... MAYBE 10,000 PEOPLE... AND WITH THEM, MY FATHER.
WHOO—I OVERDID A LITTLE. I'M FEELING DIZZY.

MAYBE YOU SHOULD LIE DOWN A WHILE.

ARE YOU FINISHED?

UH-HUH. MY FATHER'S WORN OUT. HE'S TAKING A NAP.

HE WAS JUST TELLING ME ABOUT THE TIME EVERYONE IN SOSNOWIEC HAD TO GET HIS PASSPORT STAMPED.

IN THE STADIUM? YES... THEY GOT MY MOTHER THEN.

SHE WAS TAKEN, WITH EVERYBODY ELSE WHO WAS GOING TO BE DEPORTED, TO FOUR APARTMENT HOUSES THAT WERE EMPTIED TO MAKE A SORT OF PRISON...

THEY PUT THOUSANDS OF PEOPLE THERE... IT WAS SO CROWDED THAT SOME OF THEM ACTUALLY SUFFOCATED... NO FOOD... NO TOILETS. IT WAS TERRIBLE.

PEOPLE JUMPED OUT THE WINDOWS TO END THEIR MISERY A LITTLE QUICKER.

GOD.

BUT MY MOTHER SURVIVED THAT. HER BROTHER WAS ON THE JEWISH COMMITTEE, AND HE HID HER IN A COAL CELLAR TIL ALL THE TRANSPORTS LEFT.

THEN HE GOT ME A JOB SCRUBBING THE PEOPLE'S FILTH—VOMIT! EXCREMENT!—OUT OF SEVERAL APARTMENTS, AND I MANAGED TO SMUGGLE HER OUT.
Eventually she and my father both ended up in Auschwitz. They died there.

Where are you going? You didn't drink your coffee.

I just thought of something. My father mentioned that Anja used to keep a diary, and I vaguely remember seeing them on his shelves in the den.

I doubt it. I would have noticed them.

Well, there's so much junk in there, it's worth a shot.

Look at all this stuff! Old menus he picked up on cruises... a pile of stationery from the Pines Hotel...

Incredible! Four 1965 Day Dock Savings Bank calendars... I'll bet he never even had an account there.

He drives me crazy! He won't even let me throw out the plastic pitcher he took from his hospital room last year!

He's more attached to things than to people!

I really don't know how long I can take him. I really don't.

I better be getting home. I'll look for those diaries next time.

Wait! Put everything back exactly like it was, or I'll never hear the end of it!

Okay... okay... aelix.
CHAPTER FIVE

MOUSE HOLES
HELLO, ARTIE? I'M TELLING YOU, I DON'T KNOW WHAT TO DO WITH YOUR FATHER—HE JUST CLIMBED ONTO THE ROOF!

UNH? MALA?

HE INSISTED ON FIXING THE DRAINPIPE AND GOT DIZZY! I DON'T KNOW HOW I EVER GOT HIM DOWN!

WHAT TIME IS IT?

NOW HE WANTS TO CLIMB BACK UP! WHAT AM I SUPPOSED TO DO?!

PLEASE DON'T SHOUT.

WHY DON'T YOU CALL A HANDYMAN? JEEZ, MALA, IT'S ONLY 7:30 AM. FRANÇOISE AND I WERE UP 'TIL 4:00! YOU KNOW WE DON'T GET UP 'TIL—

I'M TELLING YOU, MALA MAKES ME MESHUGAH! I WANT THAT MAYBE YOU COULD COME NOW TO QUEENS TO HELP ME.

WHAT? YOU'VE GOTTA BE KIDDING!

HELLO? ARTIE? IT'S POPPA HERE.

WHEN I WAS YOUNG I COULD DO BY MYSELF THESE THINGS. BUT NOW, DARLING, I NEED IT YOUR HELP FOR THE DRAINPIPE!

UM—LOOK, POP. I'LL CALL YOU BACK AFTER I'VE HAD SOME COFFEE.

WHEN MAYBE I WAS DREAMING.

WUZZIT? YOUR FATHER AGAIN?
Uh-huh. He wants me to go help him fix his roof or something. Shit, even as a kid I hated helping him around the house.

He loved showing off how handy he was... and proving that anything I did was all wrong. He made me completely neurotic about fixing stuff.

I mean, I didn't even own a hammer before we moved into this place! One reason I became an artist was that he thought it was impractical—just a waste of time...

It was an area where I wouldn't have to compete with him. So... are you going out to Queens?

No way—I'd rather feel guilty! Besides, I'm too busy, and he can easily afford to hire somebody.

Uh, hello Pop. Listen... about that drainpipe... I don't think I can come. I...

So I never mind Artie...

I talked just now to Frank, what lives next door. He agreed he would fix with me over the weekend. That's great!

Yes, of course, better. It would be fixed today—but at least somebody will help me!

Just great.
About a week later, early afternoon...

Hiya, Pop. Whatcha doing out here in the garage?

It's always something here I must do. I'm putting now away my old nails — the long ones separate from the short ones.

Is the roof all fixed up?

Yah—Frank from next door came eventually and together we fixed.

Um... do you need any help with those nails or anything?

Um... is everything okay?

Such jobs I can do easy by myself.

You go upstairs. I'll finish here my job, and in a few minutes I'll come up.

No...

Nu? With my life now, you know it can't be everything okay!

Okay.
HIALMA. OY! YOU SCARED ME, ARTIE. MY NERVES ARE COMPLETELY SHOT, LIVING WITH YOUR FATHER.

HE SEEMED A LITTLE UPSET WHEN I SAW HIM DOWNSTAIRS... DO YOU THINK HE'S ANGRY THAT I DIDN'T COME HELP HIM LAST WEEK?

I DON'T THINK SO...

BUT KEEPING THIS HOUSE FIXED UP IS TOO MUCH FOR HIM NOW. I KEEP TELLING HIM TO SELL IT AND BUY A CONDO IN MIAMI.

HE SEEMS DEPRESSED.

IT COULD BE THAT COMIC STRIP YOU ONCE MADE - THE ONE ABOUT YOUR MOTHER.

WHAT?

VLADEK SAW IT FOR THE FIRST TIME A COUPLE OF DAYS AGO.

HOW DO YOU KNOW ABOUT "PRISONER ON THE HELL PLANET"?

MY FRIEND, RUTHIE, HAS A SON IN COLLEGE. HE READS ALL THE COMICS. HE SHOWED IT TO HER, AND SHE GAVE ME A COPY.

SHIT!

I KNEW IT WOULD UPSET YOUR FATHER, SO I KEPT IT HIDDEN. BUT, SOMEHOW HE FOUND IT.

I DREW THIS STORY YEARS AGO.

IT APPEARED IN AN OBSCURE UNDERGROUND COMIC BOOK. I NEVER THOUGHT VLADEK WOULD SEE IT.
PRISONER ON THE HELL PLANET
A CASE HISTORY

My father found her when he got home from work... her wrists slashed and an empty bottle of pills nearby...

I was living with my parents, as I agreed to do on my release from the State Mental Hospital 3 months before.

I'd just spent the weekend with my girlfriend, Isabella (my parents didn't like her) I was late getting home...

I suppose that if I'd gotten home when expected, I would have found her body...

When I saw the crowd I had a pang of fear... I suspected the worst, but didn't let myself know...
A cousin herded me away from the scene.

Come to the doctor's... your mother is -ah- sick!... he will explain......

Doctor Orens lived nearby...

Sit down, Arthur... I thought I should be the one to tell you...

Your mother killed herself — she's dead!

I could avoid the truth no longer — the doctor's words clattered inside me... I felt confused, I felt angry, I felt numb!... I didn't exactly feel like crying, but figured I should......

She's dead! A suicide!

Now, now, boy...

No, let him cry — it's good for him!

We went home... my father had completely fallen apart!

I was expected to comfort him!

Somehow the funeral arrangements were made...

...and for $2,000 we can... have a bronze casket with bronze-colored velvet... of course.

Oy! Artie! Why? Why? Such a tragedy? And not even a note!!!

Protect what you have
That night was bad... My father insisted we sleep on the floor—an old Jewish custom, I guess. He held me and moaned to himself all night. I was uncomfortable... we were scared!

The next day at the funeral home was worse... my father fought for self-control and pray to my mother from the Tibetan book of the dead.

"O nobly born... in you journey through the less void remember unity of all living things to come..."

It was too much—I had to leave...

Anna Anna Anna

A friend of the family found me out in the hall...

Now you cry! Better you cried when your mother was still alive!

I felt nauseous... the guilt was overwhelming!
The next week we spent in mourning... my father's friends all offered me hospitality mixed in with their condolences.

Arthur—we're so sorry... it's his fault—the punk! They think it's my fault.

But, for the most part, I was left alone with my thoughts...

I remembered the last time I saw her...

Arthur—You... still... love... me... don't you?....

She came into my room... it was late at night.

...I turned away, resentful of the way she tightened the umbilical cord.

...she walked out and closed the door!

Ach!

She came into my room... it was late at night.

...I turned away, resentful of the way she tightened the umbilical cord.

...she walked out and closed the door!

Ach!

Sure, ma!

Well, mom, if you're listening...

Congratulations!... you've committed the perfect crime....

...you put me here... shorted all my circuits... cut my nerve endings... and crossed my wares?....

...you murdered me, mom, and you left me here to take the rap!!!

Pipe down, Mac! Some of us are trying to sleep!
GEE. I'M SURPRISED THAT VLADEK READ THIS WHEN HE FOUND IT. HE NEVER READS COMICS...

HE DOESN'T EVEN LOOK AT MY WORK WHEN I STICK IT UNDER HIS NOSE.

BUT THIS ISN'T LIKE OTHER COMICS...

I TELL YOU, WHEN RUTHIE SHOWED IT TO ME I THOUGHT I'D FAINT. I WAS SO SHOCKED, IT WAS SO... SO PERSONAL!

...BUT VERY ACCURATE... OBJECTIVE. I SPENT A LOT OF TIME HELPING OUT HERE AFTER ANJA'S FUNERAL. IT WAS JUST AS YOU SAID.

SO, ARTIE. I'M READY.

LET'S WALK NOW TO THE BANK TOGETHER.

MALA JUST TOLD ME THAT YOU SAW MY COMIC... THE ONE ABOUT MOM.

YES. I FOUND IT WHEN I LOOKED FOR THE THINGS YOU ASKED ME LAST TIME. HOO! I SAW THE PICTURE THERE OF MOM. SO I READ IT... AND I CRIED.

IT'S GOOD YOU GOT IT OUTSIDE YOUR SYSTEM, BUT FOR ME IT BROUGHT IN MY MIND SO MUCH MEMORIES OF ANJA.

I'M SORRY.

...OF COURSE I'M THINKING ALWAYS ABOUT HER ANYWAY.

YES, YOU KEEP PHOTOS OF HER ALL AROUND YOUR DESK—LIKE A SHRINE!

WHAT HAVE I TO DO, MALA? IN THE GARBAGE PUT THEM? OF YOU ALSO I HAVE A PHOTO ON THE DESK!

ACH! DON'T DO ME ANY FAVORS!
You see what I have with her? Always, whatever I do is no good. Did you find mom's diary?

So far this didn't show up. I looked, but I can't find. I've got to have that!

Another time I'll again look, but now better. We go to the bank.

Okay...

Every day I walk, otherwise in my legs the circulation makes me a cramp. It's something terrible and I can't sleep. But for my heart, I must walk slow.

What happened to you and Anna after the big selection at the stadium?

Well, for a time it was everything quiet. Then in 1943 came an order: all Jews what are left in Sosnowiec must go to live in an old village nearby called Srodula.

And the poles of Srodula, we Jews had to pay to move them to our houses in Sosnowiec... and here in Srodula would be our ghetto to live ever after.

Our family got a cottage—less space than before, but we had at least where to live. Many lived only in the street.
Each day we were taken to Sosnowiec, to work in German "shops"...

Anja, with her sister, Tosha, they worked in a clothing's factory...

And I went, together with my nephew, Lolek, to a woodwork shop.

Every day the guards marched us about an hour and a half to work.

The guards, it was Jews with big sticks. They acted so, just like the Germans.

... and every night they marched us back, counted us, and locked us in.

Vladek! Lolek! Hurry home!

Anja! What is it?

Wolfe's uncle Persis is at our house! From Zawiercie?

Yes, he's a big shot there. The head of their Jewish council. He wants Wolfe, Tosha and Bibi to go live with him in Zawiercie.
You've all heard the stories about Auschwitz. Horrible, unbelievable stories. They can't be true!

One thing is certain— as bad as things are in the ghetto, being deported is even worse.

Please! It's bad luck to even speak of it!

Look, you don't have much influence here. In Zawiercie I have some influence with the Germans... I can bribe them.

My 90-year-old father still lives with me... whenever there's a round-up, an S.S. man guards him to keep him safe.

Ninety! This was 1943! It wasn't left any other Jews what had ninety years!

Persis was really a fine man—not so like Moniek Merin, the head of our ghetto, who looked only out for himself. Persis tried really to help his Jews.

I can manage papers to take Wolfe, Toshia and Bibi—and maybe little Lonia and Richieu if you'll let me.

Yes, they'd be better off.

You see? I wanted to send Richieu someplace safe a year ago— with Ilzeki's child!

Things are even worse now, Vladek. We have no choice!

No! We must all stay together! We've made it this far. God will still help us!

Matka! Be realistic!

Anja's mother didn't like to look at the facts. But finally even she agreed,
SO PERSIS ARRANGED, AND
HE CAME AGAIN TO SRODULA.

IT WENT WITH HIM
WOLFE, TOSHA AND BIBI
LOLEK'S LITTLE
SISTER, LONIA
AND OUR BOY,
RICHIEU.

WE WATCHED UNTIL THEY DISAPPEARED FROM OUR EYES...

WHEN THINGS CAME WORSE
IN OUR GHEETO WE SAID
ALWAYS, "THANK GOD THE
KIDS ARE WITH PERSIS, SAFE"

IT WAS THE LAST TIME EVER WE SAW THEM; BUT THAT WE COULDN'T KNOW.

THAT SPRING, ON ONE DAY,
THE GERMANS TOOK FROM
SRODULA TO AUSCHWITZ
OVER 1,000 PEOPLE.

MOST THEY TOOK WERE KIDS—SOME ONLY 2 OR 3 YEARS.

SO THE GERMANS SWINGED THEM
BY THE LEGS AGAINST A WALL...

IN THIS WAY THE GERMANS TREATED THE LITTLE
ONES WHAT STILL HAD SURVIVED A LITTLE.

AND THEY NEVER ANYMORE SCREAMED.

AND I SAID, "THANK GOD WITH PERSIS OUR
CHILDREN ARE SAFE!"

THIS I DIDN'T SEE WITH MY
OWN EYES, BUT SOMEBODY
THE NEXT DAY TOLD ME: "
A few months after we sent Richieu to Zawiercie, the Germans decided they would finish out that ghetto.

All the Gestapo in the ghetto have been replaced by others from Opole. They just shot Persis and the rest of the Jewish council!

They're evacuating Zawiercie. We're all supposed to go to the square with our baggage right away. They're sending all of us out to Auschwitz!

Bibi! Lonia! Richieu! Come here quickly!

I won't go to their gas chambers!

And my children won't go to their gas chambers.

I'm telling you, it was a tragedy among tragedies. He was such a happy, beautiful boy!

Always Tosha carried around her neck some poison... she killed not only herself, but also the 3 children.
DID TOSHA'S HUSBAND SURVIVE? NO. ON THE TRAIN TO AUSCHWITZ HE TRIED TO ESCAPE AND THEY SHOT HIM.

HARDLY ANY SURVIVED. BUT THESE THINGS WE LEARNED ONLY MUCH LATER. IN OUR BUNKERS WE HEARD ONLY RUMORS.

YOUR "BUNKERS?" YES, WE HAD IN SRODULA TO MAKE FOR OURSELVES "BUNKERS" PLACES TO HIDE.

THE GERMANS STARTED TO GRAB OUT ANYBODY, IF HE HAD PAPERS OR NO.

THEREFORE I ARRANGED FOR US A VERY GOOD HIDING SPOT IN OUR CELLAR, WHERE IT WAS COAL STORAGE.

SHOW ME YOUR PENCIL AND I CAN EXPLAIN YOU... SUCH THINGS IT'S GOOD TO KNOW EXACTLY HOW WAS IT JUST IN CASE...

IN THE KITCHEN WAS A COAL CABINET MAYBE 4 FOOT WIDE. INSIDE I MADE A HOLE TO GO DOWN TO THE CELLAR.

AND THERE WE MADE A BRICK WALL FILLED HIGH WITH COAL. BEHIND THIS WALL WE COULD BE A LITTLE SAFE.
Even when they came with dogs to smell us out—and they knew that Jews are laying here—but still they couldn't find.

The dogs ran up and down like mad. But in the coal bin was only coal. It looked full and they couldn't lift it. And the cellar, it was only a cellar.

Is it safe to go out yet? I can't stand all these worms crawling over me.

The Germans are leaving!

We've got enough food to stay here a couple of days. We'd better wait 'til things quiet down.

We had worms there in that bunker.

We survived there a few actions. But others, what didn't have such a good place like what I made, they kept being taken away.
Then, in June, they arrested Moniek Merin and all the other highest big shots of the Judenrat, the Jewish council.

Around this time we were put into a different house. Here also we made a bunker.

By the end of July the Nazis made to liquidate completely our ghetto - it was 10,000 Jews taken away in one week.

Except to sneak for food, we stayed mostly in the bunker.

Lolek! Thank God you're safe! It's like a battlefield outside!

There's hardly anyone left in Srodula. Everyone has been deported or shot.

From all the Jews of all Sosnowiec it was left maybe 1,000 in the ghetto.

At least your bag is full... You found a lot of food, yes? Just a few old turnips... and some books.

Books?! What's the matter with you? We can't eat books!

Shh...

All the time we were hungry. We just didn't have what to eat.
ONE NIGHT WE WENT TO SNEAK FOR FOOD...

WE DRAGGED HIM UP TO OUR BUNKER

WHAT ARE YOU DOING HERE? I D-DIDN'T KNOW ANYONE LIVED HERE! I JUST STOPPED TO REST A MOMENT.

MY WIFE AND I HAVE A STARVING BABY. I WAS OUT HUNTING FOR SCRAP.

IN THE MORNING WE GAVE A LITTLE FOOD TO HIM AND LEFT HIM GO TO HIS FAMILY...

HE'S LYING!

JUDEN RAUS!

HE MAY BE AN INFORMER. THE SAFEST THING WOULD BE TO KILL HIM!

WHAT HAD WE TO DO? WE TOOK ON HIM PITY.

...THE GESTAPO CAME THAT AFTERNOON.

THEY TOOK US TO A BUILDING IN A PART OF SRODULA SEPARATED BY WIRES—A Ghetto INSIDE THE Ghetto—AND THERE WE HAD TO SIT AND TO WAIT.
WE WERE MABE 200 PEOPLE TOGETHER WAITING... EACH WEDNESDAY WENT VANS TO AUSCHWITZ. WHEN WE WERE CAUGHT, IT WAS THEN MAYBE A THURSDAY.

LOOK, ANJA! THAT'S MY COUSIN, JAKOV SPIEGELMAN, IN THE COURTYARD.

HEY! JAKOV! HELP! JAKOV-Help us!

I MADE SIGNS TO SHOW I COULD PAY.

OKAY, DON'T WORRY! HASKEL WILL COME HELP YOU!

VLADEK? THERE'S NOTHING I CAN DO!

SOME GOLD I HID IN THE CHIMNEY OF OUR BUNKER WHEN THEY TOOK US. BUT A FEW VALUABLES I HAD STILL WITH ME.

HASKEL SPIEGELMAN WAS ANOTHER COUSIN.

WOULDN'T THEY HAVE HELPED YOU EVEN IF YOU COULDN'T PAY? I MEAN, YOU WERE FROM THE SAME FAMILY...

HAAH! YOU DON'T UNDERSTAND...

AT THAT TIME IT WASN'T ANYMORE FAMILIES, IT WAS EVERYBODY TO TAKE CARE FOR HIMSELF!
THE NEXT DAY CAME IN TWO GIRLS CARRYING FOOD. WITH THEM CAME HASKEL, A CHIEF OF THE JEWISH POLICE.

(LOOK, VLADÈK. I CAN GET YOU AND YOUR WIFE OUT—EVEN YOUR NEPHEW. BUT YOUR IN-LAWS ARE TOO OLD. THEY'LL NEVER GET PAST THE GUARDS)

PLEASE! WE'LL MAKE IT WORTH YOUR WHILE.

THE TWO GIRLS HE SENT BACK TO THE KITCHEN.

QUICK, BOY. GRAB THIS EMPTY PAIL AND CARRY IT OUT WITH ME.

FROM THE WINDOW WE SAW LOLEK GO.

MY GOD, VLADÈK...

YOU MUST GET MATKA AND ME OUT TOO. GIVE YOUR COUSIN THIS GOLD WATCH, THIS DIAMOND—ANYTHING!

OF COURSE I'LL DO EVERYTHING I CAN.

THE DAY AFTER, ANJA AND I CARRIED PAST THE GUARDS THE EMPTY PAILS.

HASKEL TOOK FROM ME FATHER-IN-LAWS JEWELS. BUT, FINALLY, HE DIDN'T HELP THEM.

ON WEDNESDAY THE VANS CAME. ANJA AND I SAW HER FATHER AT THE WINDOW. HE WAS TEARING HIS HAIR AND CRYING.

HE WAS A MILLIONAIRE, BUT EVEN THIS DIDN'T SAVE HIM HIS LIFE.
SO MOM'S PARENTS DIED IN AUSCHWITZ?

NU? WHAT ELSE? RIGHT AWAY THEY WENT TO THE GAS.

HASSEL WAS HAPPY TO TAKE FROM FATHER-IN-LAW THE JEWELS—BUT THE RISK TO SAVE THEM, THIS HE WAS NOT SO HAPPY TO TAKE.

ALWAYS HASSEL WAS SUCH A GUY: A KOMBINATOR.

A WHAT?

A GUY WHAT MAKES KOMBINACIJA, A SCHEMER—A CROOK.

WHAT DID YOU PICK UP?

TELEPHONE WIRE. THIS IT'S VERY HARD TO FIND.

INSIDE IT'S LITTLE WIRES, IT'S GOOD FOR TYING THINGS.

YOU ALWAYS PICK UP TRASH! CAN'T YOU JUST BUY WIRE?

PSSH, WHY ALWAYS YOU WANT TO BUY WHEN YOU CAN FIND?! ANYWAY, THIS WIRE THEY DON'T HAVE IT IN ANY STORES.

I'LL GIVE TO YOU SOME WIRE. YOU'LL SEE HOW USEFUL IT IS.

NO THANKS! JUST TELL ME WHAT HAPPENED WITH HASSEL.

THERE ARE ONLY ABOUT A THOUSAND JEWISH LEFT HERE. MOST WORK AT THE BRAUN SHOE SHOP.

HASSEL WAS A VERY BIG MAN IN THE GHETTO THEN. WHEN SRODULA WAS FINISHING.

I'LL REGISTER YOU BOTH THERE, AND—GOOD AFTERNOON, SERGEANT!

HOW ARE YOU, HERR SPIEGELMAN?

WE'LL SEE YOU TONIGHT, YES? NATURALLY. I JUST HOPE YOU WON'T BE AS LUCKY AS LAST TIME.

HASSEL PLAYED VERY OFTEN, CARDS WITH THE GESTAPO.

HE LOST TO THEM BIG AMOUNTS OF MONEY, SO THEY WOULD LIKE HIM.
HASKEL HAD 2 BROTHERS, PESACH AND MILOCH. PESACH WAS
ALSO A KOMBINATOR. BUT MILOCH, HE WAS A FINE FELLOW.

WE'LL RESERVE THIS WORKBENCH FOR YOU...

YOU DON'T HAVE TO SIT HERE ALL THE TIME. BUT
WHENEVER THE GERMAN COMMISSION COMES
to inspect, just sit there and look busy...

FROM TIME TO TIME I HAD
OTHER JOBS ALSO TO DO
AROUND THE GHETTO...

YES! THIS REMINDS ME
SOMETHING NOW...

REMEMBER THIS GUY
WHAT I TOLD YOU GAVE
US OUT OF OUR BUNKER?...

WELL, YOU KNOW, I BURIED HIM...

HE WAS SHOT!

HE WAS STRUGGLING
TO SURVIVE.

IT HAPPENED I WAS ON THE WORK
DETAIL; SO... I BURIED HIM.
HASSEL IS ALIVE STILL IN POLAND, WITH A POLISH WOMAN, A JUDGE, WHAT KEPT HIM HIDDEN WHEN HYAAK!

MAY MY HEART—ARTIE! QUICK! TAKE FROM MY POCKET A NITROSTAT PILL.

H-HERE... YOU OKAY?

HOOSH

I—I'LL BE FINE NOW. I HAVE ONLY TO CATCH MY BREATH STILL FOR A MINUTE.

JUST RELAX. DON'T TALK FOR A WHILE.

HOOH! I MADE TOO FAST, OUR WALKING!

THANK GOD, WITH THE NITROSTAT IT'S COMPLETELY OVER, RIGHT AWAY! WHAT WAS I TELLING YOU?

YOU SURE YOU'RE OKAY?

WELL... YOU WERE SAYING THAT HASKEL SURVIVED THE WAR.

YES, EVEN A FEW YEARS AGO I SENT HIM PACKAGES.

GIFTS? WHY? HE SOUNDS LIKE A ROTTEN GUY!

YES. I DON'T KNOW WHY, I KNOW ONLY THAT I SENT.

YOU KNOW, ONE TIME I WAS IN THE GHETTO WALKING AROUND...

HALT, JEW!

GIVE ME YOUR I.D. PAPERS— I'M GOING TO BLOW YOUR BRAINS OUT.

AH. I SEE YOU'VE A MEMBER OF THE ILLUSTROUS SPIEGELMAN FAMILY... GO ON YOUR WAY THEN, AND GIVE HASKEL MY REGARDS.

... SUCH FRIENDS HASKEL HAD.
I told Haskel and Miloeh later about this.

You were very lucky, Vladek... they call him "the Shooter," every day he kills some poor jew, just for fun.

Hey! Aren't you going over to Pesach's to buy some cake?

Cake?

For years we didn't see any cake. hardly even bread we saw!

It's impossible! He's joking! CAKE!

But Cousin Pesach was really selling CAKE! Everyone what could afford it stood on line to buy a piece...

It looks delicious.

How did you manage it, Pesach?

When people are sent to Auschwitz, my men search their houses.

Pesach was like Haskel, part of the Jewish police.

They find a little flour here, a few grams of sugar there... I saved it!

He was younger, from Haskel but also a "kombinator."

You know what a cook my Rifka is... try it! Only 15 zlotys a slice.

I had still savings, so I got for Anja and me some cake.

Some of the flour Pesach found—it wasn't really flour, only laundry soap, what he put in the cake by mistake.

OW! GROAN OY! OUCH!

...we were, all of us, sick like dogs.
Before the war, Pesach had a resort hotel in Zakopane... in those days also he found always schemes.

All guests had to pay big Polish taxes... so Pesach took bribes to not register them. But if an inspector came, the guests had to hide themselves away.

One time his wife made not enough desserts to give to everybody... so Pesach ran into the dining room and yelled, "Inspectors are coming!"

It was no inspector, of course. But 40% of the guests ran fast from the room... Pesach had enough desserts left over even for the next day!

Are you ready to walk again?

Yes, it's too dirty to sit! But, really, if I didn't have my nitrostat, it could have been just now something terrible.

Miloch Spiegelman—he survived the war with his wife and child and they moved to Australia. About five years ago he got a big heart attack...

And last year, he got on the street a seizure—like what I had just now... but he didn't have with him his pills. His wife ran to find a drug store.

When she came back Miloch was dead!

Nu? So life goes. But I must finish quick to tell you the rest about Sroopula, because we will come soon over to the bank.
By the end of 1943 the vans went every Wednesday with more and more people from Srodula to Auschwitz until it was very few left.

Haskell heard that any day now they intend to deport everyone that's still left here.

It was early and nobody was there.

Haskell made plans to smuggle himself out of the ghetto. Pesach and I have a plan also...

He moved a few shoes from a pile high to the ceiling...

Miloch took me to the shoe shop...

...and took me inside a tunnel...

Don't tell anyone about this except Anja and your nephew.

We came out to a bunker...

Everything was ready here so 15 or 16 people could hide.

Incredible!
...but when Anja and I approached to discuss this bunker with Lolek...

No thanks, forget it! But Miloch organized everything!

I'm sick of hiding!

Our nephew was then only 15. He was working as an electrician.

Always Lolek was a little meshuga...

I'm a skilled worker, wherever they take me, I'll be okay. You're crazy! You're going straight to the ovens!

And he did get put into one of the next transports to Auschwitz.

Anja became completely hysterical.

The whole family is gone! Grandma and Grandpa! Poppa! Momma! Toshia! Bibi! My Richieu!! Now they'll take Lolek!

It was also around this time that we heard first the bad news from Zawiercie—about Toshia and Richieu.

Oh god, let me die too!

Come, Anja, get up!

Why are you pulling me, Vladek? Let me alone! I don't want to live!

No, darling! To die, it's easy...

But you have to struggle for life!

Until the last moment we must struggle together!

I need you!

And you'll see that together we'll survive.

This always I told to her.
THE GHETTO FINISHED OUT SO LIKE MILOCH SAID. ABOUT TWELVE FROM US RAN INTO HIS BUNKER WITH HIM, HIS WIFE AND HIS THREE-YEARS-OLD BABY BOY.

GUTCHA, YOU'VE GOT TO KEEP THE BABY QUIET!
WAAH! I'M HUNGRY!
WE'LL HAVE TO KEEP HIM UNDER BLANKETS UNTIL HE CALMS DOWN.

IN A BUNKER IN ANOTHER PART FROM THE SHOE SHOP LAY PESACH AND SOME OTHERS.

IT WAS NOTHING TO DO ALL DAY BUT TO LIE AND TO STARVE.

THE WHOLE DAY AND NIGHT ANJA SAT WRITING INTO HER NOTEBOOK.

WHAT LITTLE FOOD WE HAD, SOON IT WAS GONE.

OHH... I WISH I HAD SOME BREAD... I WISH I HAD SOME BREAD... I WISH...

QUIET! WE'RE ALL STARVING!

AT NIGHT WE SNEAKED OUT TO LOOK FOR WHAT TO EAT... BUT IT WAS NOTHING TO FIND.

HERE, ANJA - CHEW ON THIS.
YOU FOUND FOOD?

NEVER ANY OF US HAD BEEN SO HUNGRY LIKE THEN.

NO, IT'S ONLY WOOD. BUT CHEWING IT FEELS A LITTLE LIKE EATING FOOD.
AFTER A TIME PESACH CAME OVER TO US FROM HIS BUNKER...

MAYBE YOU FOOLS ARE WILLING TO LIE HERE UNTIL YOU STARVE TO DEATH—BUT NOT ME!...

I'VE CONTACTED ONE OF THE GUARDS. IT'LL COST A FORTUNE, BUT HE'S AGREED TO LOOK THE OTHER WAY.

OUR GROUP WILL MIX IN WITH THE POLES WHEN THEY WALK PAST SRODULA ON THE WAY TO WORK TOMORROW... IF YOU WANT TO CHIP IN YOU CAN COME WITH US.

MANY FROM OUR BUNKER SAID YES.

MILOCH AND I; WE SAID NO TO THIS IDEA. WE DIDN'T TRUST TO THE GERMANS.

ONE GUY FROM OUR BUNKER, AVRAM, CAME TO ME.

HE SAID, "TELL ME WHEN YOU WILL GO OUT, VLADEN. THEN I'LL KNOW IT'S SAFE."

HE AND HIS GIRLFRIEND WANTED TO PAY ME TO ADVISE.

THEY HAD STILL 2 WATCHES AND SOME DIAMOND RINGS. I DIDN'T WANT TO TAKE THEM. THEY NEEDED THESE TO LIVE.

SO I TOOK ONLY THE SMALL WATCH.

THE NEXT MORNING, VERY EARLY, THE GROUP WALKED OUT.

I STOOD, SECRET, BEHIND A CORNER. I HEARD LOUD SHOOTING, AND I DIDN'T GO TO SEE WHAT HAPPENED...

THEY CAME OVER THE MONEY AND WENT PAST THE GUARD.

I ONLY RAN VERY FAST BACK TO OUR BUNKER.
Only a few of us remained. There haven't been any lights on in the guardhouse for two nights... I think it's safe.

A little before dawn we went out from Srodula...

They're all gone! Whew.

The ghetto is empty!

Ahead of time we organized ourselves good clothes and I.D. papers.

We mixed with the Poles going to work. We'll be hiding at this address. When you find a safe place, try to contact us, Vladek.

Good luck, Milo.

That guy, Avram, his woman had friends to keep them.

And the friends kept them... until Avram's money finished, then they were reported.

Anja and I didn't have where to go.

It was nowhere we had to hide.

Can I help you, Mr. Spiegelman?

Yes, I have here my son, Artie. I want to sign him a key, so he can go also to my safety box.

We walked in the direction of Sosnowiec—but where to go!!
IN CASE ANYTHING BAD HAPPENS TO ME YOU MUST RUN RIGHT AWAY OVER HERE. THEREFORE I ARRANGED FOR YOU THIS KEY.

TAKE EVERYTHING OUT FROM THE SAFE. OTHERWISE IT CAN GO ONLY TO TAXES. OR MALA WILL GRAB IT.

PLEASE, POP...

TALKING ABOUT YOUR ESTATE JUST MAKES ME UNCOMFORTABLE. YOU'RE NOW OLD ENOUGH SO WE MUST THINK OF THESE THINGS.

WHY DON'T YOU JUST ENJOY YOUR SAVINGS WHILE YOU STILL CAN? I'LL KEEP IN MY DESK YOUR COPY OF THE KEY. YOU ONLY WOULD LOSE IT!

LOOK, YOU SEE WHAT I HAVE HERE? THIS CIGARETTE CASE AND THE LADY'S POWDER CASE — IT'S 14 KARATS GOLD.

UH HUH

THESE THINGS I HAD WITH ME THEN — IN SRODULA, IN THE CHANDELIER BUNKER. REALLY? HOW CAN YOU POSSIBLY STILL HAVE THEM?

WHEN THE GESTAPO FOUND US I DROPPED QUICK A FEW THINGS INTO THE CHIMNEY... IF THEY FOUND THE REST OF MY JEWELS, AT LEAST THESE MIGHT REMAIN.

AFTER I CAME OUT FROM THE CAMPS IN 1945 I SNEAKED BACK TO SRODULA AND - AT NIGHT, WHILE THE PEOPLE INSIDE SLEPT — I DIGGED THESE THINGS OUT FROM THE BOTTOM OF THE CHIMNEY.

GOSH.
You see this diamond? This is when I gave it to Anja when first we came to the U.S.

Even when you were a little boy, Anja wanted that this ring should be for your wife.

But if I give it to you, Mala will drive me crazy. She wants everything only for her.

She wants that I give nothing for my brother in Israel, and nothing for you—three times already she made me change over my will.

You only can't know! Even right after my last heart attack, when still I was in bed, she started again about changing the will!

C'MON—MALA'S OKAY!

I said, "Mala, you see how sick I am. Let me a little bit have some peace. What you want from me?"

And she screamed, "I want the money! The money. The money!"

Why, Artie? Why I ever remarried?

Oy, Anja! Anja! Anja!

Easy, pop... Let's go home.
CHAPTER SIX

MOUSE TRAP
Another visit...

Anybody home? The door wasn't locked, so I...

Huh? Mala? Were you crying?

No. Snk. I don't know. I tell you, I'm at my wits' end!

What now?

Your father! He treats me as if I were just a maid or his nurse... worse!

At least a maid has some days off and gets paid!

He only gives me $50.00 a month. When I need a pair of stockings I have to use my own savings!

Well... he hasn't changed...

Whenever I needed school supplies or new clothes mom would have to plead and argue for weeks before he'd cough up any dough!

When I try to argue with him he moans like he's going to have another heart attack.

I can't be sure if he's faking, so I have to stop!

I feel like I'm in prison!

I feel like I'm going to burst!
I'm gonna get some juice. Want some?

No. I'll tell you something—when we first got married, I needed clothes.

It was a year and a half after Anja died. He took me to her closet, and said: "All these are for you!"

I said I wouldn't touch her things!

...my god, how that man carried on!

I swear, sometimes I think he married me because I'm the same size as Anja!

He's always been uh-pragmatic.

Pragmatic? Cheap!! It causes him physical pain to part with even a nickel!

Uh-huh

I used to think the war made him that way...

Fah! I went through the camps...

All our friends went through the camps. Nobody is like him!

Mm...

...it's something that worries me about the book I'm doing about him...

In some ways he's just like the racist caricature of the miserly old Jew.

Hah! You can say that again!
I mean, I'm just trying to portray my father accurately...

Even for himself he won't spend any money...

He has hundreds of thousands of dollars in the bank, and he lives like a pauper...

Look! He grabs paper towels from rest rooms so he won't have to buy napkins or tissues!

I wish I got Mom's story while she was alive. She was more sensitive...

It would give the book some balance.

Your mother...

...I just don't know how she could stand living with him...

...I don't know how I can stand it!

So...hi, "kids."

I didn't know you are upstairs here. I was watering downstairs the garden.

Mala and I were just talking about my book...

I've already started to sketch out some parts. I'll show you...
...see, here are the black market Jews they hanged in Sosnowiec...

Ach!

And here's you saying: "Ach, when I think of them, it still makes me cry!"

Yes. Still it makes me cry!

It's an important book. People who don't usually read such stories will be interested.

Yes. I don't read ever such comics, and even I am interested.

Of course you are interested. It's your story!

Yes. I know already my story by heart, and even I am interested!

It should be very successful.

Yah. Someday you'll be famous, like... what's his name?

Huh? "Famous like what's his name?"

You know... the big-shot cartoonist...

What cartoonist could you know? Walt Disney??

Yah! Walt Disney!

Wait! Where do you go, Artie? Where to get a pencil... I've just gotta write this conversation down before I forget it!
COME. WE'LL ALL OF US GO TO THE GARDEN... YOU'LL SEE HOW NICE IT LOOKS, THE BUSHES. YOU GO! I'VE GOT TO GET READY...

...I Have an Ap-POINTMENT AT THE HAIR-DResser'S.

AGAIN TO THE HAIR-DResser? ONLY A WEEK AGO YOU WENT!

SHE SEES MORE OFTEN THE HAIR-DResser THAN SHE SEES ME!

YOU SEE HOW IT IS? ANY TIME I WANT TO GO OUT FOR A FEW MINUTES, HE TRIES TO MAKE ME FEEL GUILTY!

I'M SUPPOSED TO BE AT HIS CONSTANT BECK AND CALL!

WHAT I SAID THAT'S SO TERRIBLE? BELIEVE ME, YOU'D HAVE MORE FRESH AIR FROM THE GARDEN THAN FROM A HUNDRED HAIR-DRessers!

01, VLADENK, STOP IT!

YOU SEE HOW SHE IS? WHAT HAVE I TO DO WITH HER?

C'MON, POP, LET'S GO SIT IN THE GARDEN.

IF I SAY ONLY ONE WORD TO HER, SHE MAKES RIGHT AWAY AN ARGUMENT!

SHE SAYS SHE WANTS TO LEAVE ME! I TELL TO HER: "SO? HERE IS THE DOOR. BUT, REMEMBER, IT'S ONLY ONE WAY... IF YOU GO OUT, YOU CAN'T COME BACK!"
MAYBE YOU SHOULD BOTH SEE A MARRIAGE COUNSELOR.

ACH! I DON'T WANT THAT A STRANGER SHOULD MIX INTO OUR PRIVATE STORIES.

TO A LAWYER I TALKED, YEARS AGO... AND RIGHT AWAY HE WARNED TO ME: "VLADEK—WATCH OUT, I SEE THAT THIS WOMAN IS MONEY-CONSCIOUS!"

AND ONCE MALA AND I SAT WITH AUNT HELEN TO HELP AGREE US FOR A NEW WILL... BUT A MONTH AFTER, MALA WANTED AGAIN TO CHANGE IT.

DON'T SEE A THERAPIST ABOUT YOUR WILL... TALK ABOUT HOW TO GET ALONG BETTER.

WITH MALA, IT'S NOT TO GET ALONG. ONLY IT'S THE MONEY!

I GIVE UP... I DON'T KNOW WHAT TO SAY.

YOU SEE? I ALSO DON'T KNOW WHAT TO SAY!

LOOK. I CAN'T STAY LONG. I NEED TO KNOW MORE ABOUT YOU AND ANJA...

IT'S CHILLY... TAKE ALSO HERE A BLANKET.

NO THANKS.

WHAT HAPPENED IN 1944, AFTER YOU LEFT SRODUL"A?

WE SNEAKED TOWARD SOSNOWIEC...

IT WAS STILL DARK OUTSIDE... WE DIDN'T KNOW WHERE TO HIDE OURSELVES...
Janina lives over there.

Richieu's governess always offered she would help us.

My God! It's the Spiegelmans!

You'll bring trouble! Go away! Quickly!

I'm frightened, Vladek.

Maybe we should try my father's old house. The janitor has known our family for years.

Let's try. We've got to get off the streets before dawn.

Wake up, Mr. Lukowski. Let us in. Please!!

Huh? Who is it?

Anja! Anja Zylberberg!

What are you doing here, child? It isn't safe. Wait— I'll unlock the gate.

I was a little safe. I had a coat and boots, so like a Gestapo wore when he was not in service. But Anja—her appearance—you could see more easy she was Jewish. I was afraid for her.
GO THROUGH THE COURTYARD TO THE SHED IN THE BACK. I'LL BRING YOU SOME FOOD.

THANK GOD THERE ARE STILL SOME KIND PEOPLE LEFT. I THOUGHT—

A JEWESS!

THERE'S A JEWESS IN THE COURTYARD! POLICE!

HURRY!

AN OLD WITCH RECOGNIZED ANNA FROM HER WINDOW.

WE RAN FAST TO THE SHED AND HID IN THE STRAW.

IT'S OKAY FOR NOW...

I DON'T THINK ANYONE HEARD HER... SHE'S A LITTLE SENILE ANYWAY.

BUT YOU MUST LOOK FOR A BETTER PLACE TO STAY. SOMEONE HERE IS BOUND TO RECOGNIZE YOU!

IT'S ALMOST MORNING. WAIT HERE. I'M GOING OUT TO SCOUT AROUND.

I WALKED, BUT I DIDN'T KNOW WHERE TO GO.

B-BE CAREFUL.

AND I HEARD SOON IT WAS SOMEONE FOLLOWING BEHIND ME.
I WALKED SLOW...

IF I WALKED FAST...

WE WERE ALONE. HE SPOKE...

AMCHA?

IN HEBREW HE SAID TO ME, "OUR NATION?"

HAD I TO ANSWER HIM, OR NO?

A-AMCHA.

I THOUGHT YOU WERE A JEW.

... I'M JEWISH TOO!

THERE ARE VERY FEW OF US LEFT...

MY WIFE AND I HAVE BEEN HIDING IN SOSNOWIEC FOR OVER A YEAR.

I'M WITH MY WIFE TOO. WE'RE HUNGRY AND WE NEED A PLACE TO HIDE!

GO TO THE BLACK MARKET ON DEKERTA STREET, NUMBER 43.

SO I LEFT HIM AND WENT RIGHT AWAY TO DEKERTA 43. THERE IT WAS A BIG COURTYARD...

ALL AROUND I LOOKED, BUT IT WAS NOBODY.

PSSSST!

WANNA BUY SOME FOOD WITHOUT COUPONS, MISTER?

SHE SHOWED ME SAUSAGES, EGGS, CHEESE... THINGS I ONLY WAS ABLE TO DREAM ABOUT.

I BOUGHT AND WENT QUICK BACK TO ANJA.
GOOD MORNING. VLAD! YOU WERE GONE SO LONG.

I HAD TO GET BREAKFAST!... WANT SOME SAUSAGES?... OR EGG?... OR WOULD YOU PREFER CHOCOLATE?

WHAT?

IT'S A MIRACLE! HOW DID YOU MANAGE IT?

I'M A MAGICIAN! HAVE SOME MILK.

I WENT AGAIN BACK TO DEKERJA. THERE I COULD CHANGE JEWELRY FOR MARKS—AND MARKS FOR FOOD, OR A PLACE TO STAY.

THIS TIME IT WAS MORE PEOPLE... THERE EVEN, I SAW SOME JEWISH BOYS I KNEW FROM BEFORE THE WAR.

VLAD! SPIEGELMAN?! I HARDLY RECOGNIZED YOU. SO YOU'RE STILL ALIVE, EH?

LEO? YES, I'M WITH ANJA.

WE NEED A HIDING PLACE. HOW ABOUT MRS. KAWKA?

SHE HAS A SMALL FARM ON THE OUTSKIRTS OF TOWN.

SHE MIGHT TAKE YOU IN IF YOU CAN PAY.

IT WAS NOT SO FAR TO GO TO KAWKA'S FARM.

ALRIGHT THEN, MR. SPIEGELMAN. YOU AND YOUR WIFE CAN STAY IN MY BARN.

WE'LL COME LATE TONIGHT.

BUT, REMEMBER—IF YOU'RE FOUND THERE, I DON'T KNOW YOU!... YOU MUST SAY THAT THE BARN DOOR WAS OPEN AND YOU JUST SNEAKED IN.

DON'T WORRY... WE WON'T BETRAY YOU!
It's almost dawn—when Mrs. Kawka comes to milk her cow, she'll bring you some coffee. Where are you going? to Dekerta.

Don't leave me alone again. I'm terrified while you're gone.

And so we came there to live with Kawka's cow.

Don't worry, Anja. I'll be safe. If I didn't go out we wouldn't have food... we wouldn't have this place!

And we've got to find a warmer place for the winter... away from Sosnowiec if possible...

I'll be okay. Come back quick.

I traveled often with the streetcar to town.

It was two cars. One was only Germans and officials. The second, it was only the Poles.

Always I went straight in the official car...

Heil Hitler.

The Germans paid no attention of me... in the Polish car they could smell if a Polish Jew came in.
At the black market I saw several times a nice woman, what I made a little friends with her...

Good morning, Mr. Spiegelman.

How do you do, Mrs. Motonowa! What do you have in your basket today?

Oh, I'm sorry. I don't have any change.

It's okay... keep it for your little boy.

Are you and your wife still living in a barn?

We haven't found anything better.

I've been thinking about it... why don't you both move in with my son and me?

What about your husband?

He works in Germany, and only comes home for 10 days every 3 months... I'll keep you hidden in the cellar when he's around.

It sounds good to me, but it's over 20 kilometers to your house in Szopienice. My wife will be afraid to go!

Don't worry, I'll escort you!

The next evening she came with her 7-year-old boy to Kawka's farmhouse...

I walked with Motonowa as if she was my wife.

And Anja, like a governess, went with the little boy behind, and nobody even looked on us.
WE HAD HERE A LITTLE COMFORTABLE... WE HAD WHERE TO SIT.

REMEMBER, LITTLE ONE - NEVER TELL ANYBODY THERE ARE JEWS HERE. THEY'LL SHOOT US ALL!

YES, AUNT ANJA.

THE LITTLE BOY WAS VERY SMART AND HE LOVED VERY MUCH ANJA.

YOU HAD TO PAY MRS. MOTO-NOWA TO KEEP YOU, RIGHT?

OF COURSE I PAID... AND WELL I PAID.

WHAT YOU THINK? SOMEONE WILL RISK THEIR LIFE FOR NOTHING?

I'LL PAY YOU THE REST TOMORROW, AFTER I GO OUT AND CASH SOME VALUABLES.

SORRY... I WASN'T ABLE TO FIND ANY BREAD TODAY.

...I PAID ALSO FOR THE FOOD WHAT SHE GAVE TO US FROM HER SMUGGLING BUSINESS.

BUT, ONE TIME I MISSED A FEW COINS TO THE BREAD...

ALWAYS SHE GOT BREAD, SO I DIDN'T BELIEVE... BUT, STILL, SHE WAS A GOOD WOMAN.

IN HIS SCHOOL THE BOY WAS VERY BAD IN GERMAN, SO ANJA TUTORED TO HIM.

AND SOON HE CAME OUT WITH VERY GOOD GRADES.

SHE KNEW GERMAN LIKE AN EXPERT.

MY TEACHER ASKED ME HOW I IMPROVED SO MUCH...

WHEN...

SO I TOLD HIM MY MOTHER WAS HELPING ME.

HE WAS REALLY A CLEVER BOY.
But it was a few things here not so good... Her home was very small and it was on the ground floor...

Be sure to keep away from the window—You might be seen!

NOR

One minute!
(Quick-get in the closet!)

If somebody came, we had fast to hide,
A letter from your husband, Mrs. Motonowa.
Thanks.

But I had something allergic in the closet.
Aah...

Or maybe it was a cold—I can't remember...
-Chmff

But always I had to sneeze.

Still, everything here was fine, until one Saturday Motonowa ran very early back from her black market work...

This is terrible!
The Gestapo just searched me—they took my goods!

They may come search here any minute! You've got to leave!

What?

But where can we go?

I don't know, but you must get out now!

Oh my God... This is the end!

Anja started to cry...

But we had not a choice.
WE'LL WALK TOWARD SOSNOWIEC—AT LEAST WE'LL KNOW OUR WAY AROUND.

ANJA WAS SO AFRAID SHE WAS SHAKING.

STAY CALM—WALK AS IF WE'RE JUST STROLLING... AND SPEAK GERMAN.

FOR HOURS WE WALKED.

B' BESUCHEN WIR DOCH FRAU KANKA.

GUTE IDEE. VLADIK WE'RE BEING FOLLOWED.

ES IST KALT.

JA. JA.

WOOSH

THEY JUST WERE WALKING.

STAYING ON THE STREET ALL NIGHT IS TOO DANGEROUS... MAYBE WE CAN HIDE IN THAT CONSTRUCTION SITE.

HERE WAS A FOUNDATION MADE VERY DEEP DOWN IN THE GROUND.

BE CAREFUL!

GOOD—I'M EXHAUSTED.

I JUMPED FIRST IN, AND I PULLED OVER BRICKS FOR ANJA TO STEP DOWN.

AND HERE WE WAITED A COLD FEW HOURS FOR THE DAY.
IT STARTED TO BE LIGHT...
COME. WE WON'T BE NOTICED IF WE MIX WITH PEOPLE OUT ON THE STREET.

I'M SO TIRED AND COLD...
WE CAN REST NOW.

WE CAME FINALLY AGAIN TO THIS PLACE WITH THE COW AND WENT INSIDE.

LATER, KAWKA CAME IN...
W-HO'S IN HERE?
THE SPIEGELMANS... WE HAD NOWHERE ELSE TO GO.

WELL... I GUESS YOU CAN STAY. BUT, REMEMBER: I DON'T KNOW YOU'RE HERE!

WHY, MRS. SPIEGELMAN, YOU'RE SHIVERING!
YOU CAN COME INTO MY HOUSE FOR AN HOUR OR SO, 'TIL YOU WARM UP.

SHE TOOK ANJA INSIDE AND BROUGHT TO ME SOME FOOD... IN THOSE DAYS I WAS SO STRONG I COULD SIT EVEN IN THE SNOW ALL NIGHT.

THINGS CAN'T BE THIS BAD EVERYWHERE! I'D GIVE ANYTHING TO GET OUT OF POLAND!

YOU KNOW, BEFORE I TOOK YOU IN, I HAD A YOUNG MAN AND HIS SON HERE...

TWO PEOPLE I KNOW SMUGGLED THEM INTO HUNGARY. I HEARD HE AND HIS BOY WERE DOING WELL THERE.

HUNGARY! REALLY?! I'D LIKE TO MEET THOSE SMUGGLERS!
She told me these two acquaintances visited often to her on Thursday evenings... today was maybe a Monday...

I don't get it... wasn't Hungary as dangerous as Poland?

No, for a longer time it was better there in Hungary for the Jews... but then, near the very finish of the war, they all got put also to Auschwitz.

I was there, and I saw it. Thousands—hundreds of thousands of Jews from Hungary...

So many, it wasn't even room enough to bury them all in the ovens...

But at that time, when I was there with Kawka, we couldn't know then.

So... I went next day to Dekerta Street to buy food...

Oh God! Oh God! Mr. Spiegelman. You're alive! I'm so glad to see you!

Mrs. Motsnowa!

Praise Mary, you're safe! I couldn't sleep. I felt so guilty about chasing you and your wife out.

I wanted to find a new connection to hide us. But really I didn't think to find again her.

The Gestapo never even came to my house. I just panicked for nothing. Please come back again.

Anja was glad of going back, and Motsnowa also... always I paid her nicely.

And that same night we said goodbye to Kawka and went again to Szpieńcice.
AFTER WE WERE BACK ONLY A SHORT TIME...

WELL, MY HUSBAND WRITES THAT HE'S COMING HOME FOR HIS 10-DAY VACATION.

IF HE KNEW YOU WERE HERE HE'D THROW US ALL OUT. BUT, DON'T WORRY... YOU'LL BE ALL RIGHT IN MY CELLAR.

... I SET UP A MATTRESS... I'LL COME DOWN WHENEVER I CAN.

SO EACH DAY AND NIGHT WE SAT IN SUCH A STORAGE LOCKER...

IN THE DAYS WE WERE AFRAID TO BREATHE—PEOPLE CAME DOWN OFTEN TO THEIR LOCKERS.

AT NIGHT WE COULD MOVE AROUND A LITTLE, BUT IT WAS SOMETHING ELSE DOWN THERE...

TH-THERE ARE RATS DOWN HERE!

SHH- CALM DOWN, STOP SCREAMING.

AIEEE!

WHA-WHAT IS IT?

THOSE AIN'T RATS. THEY'RE VERY SMALL. ONE RAN OVER MY HAND BEFORE. THEY'RE JUST MICE!

OF COURSE, IT WAS REALLY RATS. BUT I WANTED ANJA TO FEEL MORE EASY.
But, then, Monowa stopped to come down.

It's been 3 days since she brought any food.

Here... have another candy...

I had still candies I organized on Dekarta. Only this we had to eat.

Also, here we had no place where to wash, so Anja got on all her skin a terrible rash.

I don't know what's worse: the hunger or the itching.

Don't scratch! It only... shh!

CLIK

The door.

I'm sorry I couldn't get down before... my husband is getting suspicious.

He asked why I go to the cellar so often. He even asked if I was hiding Jews here! "He was joking, but still..."

Are you all right here?

There are rats, giant rats! They're horrible!

Well, you're better off with the rats than with the Gestapo... at least the rats won't kill you!

MMM...

And she was right. We were happy even to have these conditions.

It's good to be "home," eh, Vladek?

It's a lot nicer than that cellar.

But I didn't feel safe here. It was too many ways somebody could find us out. I wanted to go better to Hungary.

After the ten days her husband left, and she took us back.
So, when it came Thursday, I went in the direction to take a streetcar to see Kawka in Sosnowiec.

LOOK!

I had to pass where some children were playing.

They ran screaming home.

Help! Mommy! A Jew!!

The mothers always told so: "Be careful! A Jew will catch you to a bag and eat you!" So they taught their children.

Quick, the mothers came outside to see what was!

If I ran away, they would see: "Yes, it is a Jew here."

Don't be afraid, little ones. I'm not a Jew. I won't hurt you.

Sorry, mister. You know how kids are... Heil Hitler.

So I came out well from this...

But the experience cost me really a lot of hairs.
WHEN I ARRIVED TO KAWKA, THE TWO SMUGGLERS WERE THERE TOGETHER, SITTING IN THE KITCHEN.

PLEASE WAIT IN THE OTHER ROOM, THEY'LL SEE YOU SOON.

MR. MANDELBAUM!

VLADIMIR SPIEGELMAN!

MANDELBAUM BEFORE THE WAR OWNED A SWEETS SHOP.

ANJA AND I BOUGHT ALWAYS PASTRIES THERE. HE USED TO BE A VERY RICH MAN IN SOSNOWIEC.

BACK WHEN IT WAS THE GHETTO, ABRAHAM WAS A BIG MEMBER OF THE JEWISH COUNCIL.

THIS IS MY WIFE...AND YOU KNOW MY NEPHEW.

HELLO, ABRAHAM. WHAT ARE YOU ALL DOING HERE?

WE'RE TRYING TO GET OUT OF POLAND.

-TO HUNGARY?!

YES. ANJA AND I ARE TRYING TO ARRANGE THAT TOO!

THE SMUGGLERS PROPOSED US HOW THEY WOULD DO.

AND AT THE BORDER, OUR PARTNERS WILL TAKE YOU THROUGH THE MOUNTAINS.

WE SPOKE YIDDISH SO THE POLES DON'T UNDERSTAND.

NIE, VAS DENKST DIE? YECH KENN DIE FRAU KAWKA UBER YECH BIN NISH ZICHER VEGEN DIE ZIEI.

SO, WHAT DO YOU THINK? I KNOW MRS. KAWKA, BUT I'M NOT SURE ABOUT THESE TWO.

HERR MECH TSE! YECH GEI KOIDEM MIT ZEI. AZ ALLES VET ZEIN BESEDER, YECH VIL SCHREIBEN TSE DEYER.

THE OTHERS WANT TO THINK ABOUT IT A LITTLE LONGER, BUT I'M READY TO GO NOW.

LISTEN! I'LL GO FIRST. IF EVERYTHING IS OKAY, I'LL WRITE Back TO YOU.

I AGREED WITH MANDELBAUM TO MEET AGAIN HERE. IF IT CAME A GOOD LETTER, WE'LL GO.
BUT IF EVER I TALKED OF THIS PLAN TO ANJA...

NO, VLADYK! YOU'RE CRAZY! IT'S TOO DANGEROUS!

BUT IF WE HEAR FROM ABRAHAM—

WE'RE SAFE HERE. FORGET ABOUT HUNGARY!

BUT WHAT DO WE DO IF THE GESTAPO COMES TO SEARCH FOR ILLEGAL GOODS? 
... WHAT IF A NEIGHBOR NOTICES US THROUGH THE KITCHEN WINDOW? ...

I'M NOT GOING!

WHAT IF HER HUSBAND FINDS OUT ABOUT US? 
... EVEN THE BOY COULD LET SOMETHING SLIP! 
... THIS WAR COULD LAST ANOTHER 4 OR 5 YEARS. WHAT DO WE DO WHEN OUR MONEY RUNS OUT?

PLEASE!

IN HUNGARY WE COULD BE FREE TO WALK THE STREETS AGAIN, LIKE HUMAN BEINGS... I'VE ALWAYS TAKEN CARE OF YOU. TRUST ME.

I'M SO SCARED. SOB.

DON'T DO IT, MR. SPIEGELMAN... IT'S JUST NOT SAFE! YOU DON'T KNOW ANYTHING ABOUT THESE SMUGGLERS.

SNF. IT'S LIKE TALKING TO A WALL.

WE WON'T GO UNLESS WE HEAR THAT OUR FRIEND GOT THROUGH.

I'VE HAD AWFUL NIGHTMARES ABOUT YOUR TRIAL. PLEASE STAY WITH ME!

WAIT— NOW WHERE ARE YOU GOING? 
... TO VISIT MY COUSIN AND SEE WHERE HE'S HIDING. IF WE DO GO TO HUNGARY, HE MAY BE BETTER OFF HERE WITH YOU!

SNF

MILOSCH HELPED ME IN SRODULA. MAYBE NOW, IF HE NEEDED, I COULD HELP HIM.
The janitor in the house, Milochnik owned, she hid now him and his family, but oh boy—he was in a situation worse as I could imagine!

I went to the janitor by trolley

Hello—I'm Milochnik's cousin, Vladek...

Yes, he told me you might come.

I have some company upstairs. I can't take you to Milochnik until they leave.

Gentlemen, this is my cousin, Vladek.

Hi "cuz," have a drink.

We're almost out of vodka. Bring some more, Meinka.

There isn't any.

Bah! She's hiding her vodka! Just like she's hiding Jews in her yard!

The janitor and I froze our blood from fear...

If you don't put another bottle on the table right away, we'll tell the Gestapo about the Jews you're keeping!!

R-relax, fellows.

Here's a few marks, Meinka. Run downstairs and get another bottle for our friends.

Attie boy. Hic.

You see? Your cousin knows how to entertain guests to your health.

In 15 minutes she came with a bottle and they were happy.

We drank and we drank—only near midnight finally they went home.
I think it's safe to go down.
Are you - she - carrying food for Miloach?
I fed them earlier. This is just trash.

The conditions how Miloach was living - you couldn't believe.
Always bring garbage so the neighbors don't get suspicious.
Psst. Miloach. Your cousin is here.

In each courtyard was a very deep hole to throw in all the garbage.

Inside this garbage hole was here separated a tiny space - maybe only 5 feet by 6 feet.

vladek! I'm glad you're still alive!

How can you live there?
You must be freezing!

We have no choice.
At least our bunker is underground.

I looked down only for a second.
But in there was living Miloach, his wife and their 3-year-old boy.

I told him my story with these poles upstairs.

What can we do?
Listen - Anja and I may be going to Hungary!

I explained our hiding place was not perfect, but better than his.

I'll come again when I have more news, but it's very late now - I must get back home.

And I was lucky. Nobody made me any questions going back to Szczepinice.
A few days after, I came again to the smugglers, and Mandelbaum was also there.

Look, Vladek—my nephew is safe! They brought me a letter from him.

It was in Yiddish and it was signed really by Abraham. So we agreed right away to go ahead.

But Anja just didn’t want we would go...

Please, Vladek, call it off!

But it’s all arranged. I’ve even given them half their money!

No! No! No! It’s some kind of trick!

Be reasonable. I saw Abraham’s letter with my own eyes!

Wh-what did it say?

“Dear Aunt and Uncle, everything is wonderful here. I arrived safely. I’m free and happy. Don’t lose a minute. Join me as soon as you can. Your loving nephew, Abraham.”

I don’t know... We leave the day after tomorrow from the Katowice train station.

And finally I convinced her.

So, I went one more time over to Milochnik in his garbage bunker and directed him how he must go to Szopiencie and hide...

But, for Anja and I, it was for us waiting another destiny...

We came with no problem by trolley car to our meeting point with the Mandelbaums and the smugglers.

And, you know, Milochnik and his wife and boy, they all survived themselves the whole war... sitting there... with Witosowa...

Everything is arranged. Here are your tickets.
Do you have the rest of our payment?

Yes. Of course. Here.

Where is your partner going?

He's phoning ahead to the men who will meet you at the border. He'll join us on the train. Don't worry.

But, of course, we did worry...

So, all of us together. Started on our journey...

We traveled less than an hour till we came to Bielsko-Biała. Here I used to have my factory, and here the smugglers disappeared.

It was a big commotion... Gestapo came on every side.

Juden raus!

Here they are!

In Katowice, it was only to them the smuggler phoned.

They marched us through the city of Bielsko, we passed by the factory what once I owned...

We passed the market where always we bought to eat, and passed even the street where we used to live, and we came 'til the prison, and there they put us.
I had a small bag to travel. When they registered me in, they looked over everything.

What's this? Yes, I like to keep myself neat.

With a spoon he took out, little by little, all the polish.

Well, well... A gold watch. You Jews always have gold!

Wrapped in foil, I kept it hidden there... It was my last treasure.

It was this watch I got from father-in-law when first I married to Anja.

Well, never mind... They took it and threw me with Mandelbaum into a cell...

Wait a minute! What ever happened to Abraham?

Ph, Mandelbaum's nephew! Yes, he finished the same as us to concentration camp.

Yes, I'll tell you how it was with him—but now I'm telling here in the prison...

Ph?

Here we got very little to eat—maybe soup one time a day—and we sat with nothing to do.

Why don't they put us to work like the rest of you? It means you won't be here very long...

Every week or so a truck takes some of the prisoners away.

Excuse me... do any of you know German?

My family just sent me a food parcel. If I write back they'll send another, but we're only allowed to write German.

In a short time he got again a package...

You did a great job! Take anything you want for you and your friend!

I knew well to write German... so I wrote...

It was eggs there... It was even chocolates... I was very lucky to get such goodies!
A few days later the trucks came. They pushed in maybe 100 of us.

One more time I was together with Anja. Here, darling. I have a present for you... Eggs?! Cake?? What? How?...

I had still things I got by writing this letter.

No... you keep it... I'm not hungry.

Here... at least take half for later.

We came to the town of Oswiecim... before the war I sold textiles here.

And we came here to the concentration camp Auschwitz, and we knew that from here we will not come out anymore...

We knew the stories—that they will gas us and throw us in the ovens. This was 1944... we knew everything, and here we were.
MY GOD.

YES. SO IT WAS...

AND WHEN THEY OPENED THE TRUCK, THEY PUSHED MEN ONE WAY, WOMEN TO THE OTHER WAY...

ANJA AND I WENT EACH IN A DIFFERENT DIRECTION, AND WE COULDN'T KNOW IF EVER WE'LL SEE EACH OTHER ALIVE AGAIN.

THIS IS WHERE MOM'S DIARIES WILL BE ESPECIALLY USEFUL. THEY'LL GIVE ME SOME IDEA OF WHAT SHE WENT THROUGH WHILE YOU WERE APART.

I CAN TELL YOU ..., SHE WENT THROUGH THE SAME WHAT ME: TERRIBLE!

IT'S GETTING COLD. WHY DON'T WE GO UPSTAIRS AND SEE IF WE CAN FIND HER NOTEBOOKS...

NO... I LOOKED ALREADY.

... IT'S JUST NOT TO FIND ANYMORE!

WELL... LET'S CHECK OUT THE GARAGE. YOU'VE GOT LOADS OF STUFF IN THERE.

NO. YOU'LL NOT FIND IT. BECAUSE I REMIND TO MYSELF WHAT HAPPENED...

THESE NOTEBOOKS, AND OTHER REALLY NICE THINGS OF MOTHER... ONE TIME I HAD A VERY BAD DAY... AND ALL OF THESE THINGS I DESTROYED.

YOU WHAT?
After Anja died I had to make an order with everything... these papers had too many memories. So I burned them.

Christ! You saved tons of worthless shit, and you...
Yes, it's a shame! For years they were lying there and nobody even looked in.

Did you ever read any of them?... Can you remember what she wrote?
No, I looked in, but I don't remember... only I know that she said, "I wish my son, when he grows up, he will be interested by this."

God damn you! You—you murderer! How the hell could you do such a thing!!

Ach

To your father you yell in this way?... Even to your friends you should never yell this way!

But, I'm telling you, after the tragedy with mother, I was so depressed then, I didn't know if I'm coming or I'm going!

I'm sorry. Look, pop. It's getting late. I'd better get home...

Come first upstairs for a little coffee.

No... really. I'd better get going right away...

So... telephone to me... you should visit me more often—don't be such a stranger!

Sure... you bet! So long.

...murderer.
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